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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to develop a tool that shows relocation companies 
how they should digitally transform their services. The purpose was satisfied by 
dividing the research into two studies. Study 1 conducted a qualitative literature 
review focusing on the fields of blue ocean strategy and service quality to 
develop an analytical tool that could provide relocation companies with a 
strategic direction of how to improve service quality through digital 
transformation. Study 2 tested the tool of study 1 in the empirical setting of a 
relocation company by collecting quantitative customer opinion data from 
customer-facing employees covering Europe, Asia and the Americas through 
structured interviews and an electronic survey. The findings of this research were 
twofold. Study 1 developed a generalizable tool, which helps companies to form 
service development strategies through quantitative analysis, called the Service 
Quality Canvas. Study 2 validated the use of this tool and formed a service 
development strategy for a relocation company that was focused around 
replacing human interaction with fast, easy and round the clock exchange of 
relocation information. 
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Wordlist 
 

Word/Term Definition 
E-service An electronic service  
Expected quality level The idea of what quality should be offered 
Digital disruption The process of being disrupted by digitization 
Digital transformation The integration of digital technologies into 

businesses 
Digitization The conversion of information and media into 

code readable by computers  
Importance weight The relative importance of a quality factor 

expressed in percentages 
P-service A physical service 
Perceived quality level The quality actually experienced 
Quality curve The plotted line in the SQC showing the quality 

levels of each quality factor 
Quality factor A component of quality that together with the rest 

of the components make up the service’s total 
quality 

Quality level The difference between perceived and expected 
quality 

Relo Inc. The relocation company under study 
Relocation The process of moving employees between 

offices within the same company 
Service Improvement Roadmap  The strategic tool summarizing the quality factors 

of the SQC with high and low potential for 
service improvement 

Service Quality Canvas (SQC) The analytical tool developed by this study to 
provide companies with a strategic direction of 
service development in the face of digitization 
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1 Introduction 
On September 23rd in 2010 the video rental company Blockbuster filed for bankruptcy. 
The company went from a revenue of $5 billion in 2008 to going bankrupt just one and a 
half years later. The main reason to Blockbuster’s collapse was the emergence of a 
competing company, Netflix. Today, Netflix is an on-demand video company with over 
40 million subscribers and a market capitalization of $20 billion. In 2005, prior to 
Netflix’s success, Blockbuster was offered to acquire the company for $50 million, but 
the offer was declined. Instead, Blockbuster chose the path of traditional video rentals, 
ultimately leading to its demise. So how could Blockbuster go from market leader to 
bankruptcy in just a few years? Could this have been prevented? This study considers the 
thought that it could. The reason why Blockbuster failed to see the potential that Netflix 
realized was that they lacked a strategy to identify the opportunities of the digital 
disruption that was sweeping over the video rental business. The goal of this study is to 
help companies develop such a strategy.  
 
The introduction chapter is divided into four parts. The first part, the background, 
describes the general problem this study aims to solve. The second part describes the 
research setting of this study: the relocation industry. In the third part the specific purpose 
of this study is presented. The fourth part describes the delimitations of the study. Finally, 
the disposition of the report will be presented. 

1.1. Background 
The background is divided into three sections. The first will describe the widespread 
problem this study addresses, the second will describe the underlying force that is causing 
this tension and the third will shortly describe the specific research setting within which 
the issue will be studied in depth. 

1.1.1. Problem Introduction 
In the coming years, research indicates that the global economy will be subject to some 
very significant changes. In their recent book, “The Second Machine Age: Work, 
Progress, and Prosperity in a Time of Brilliant Technologies”, Brynjolfsson and McAfee 
(2014) argue that today’s society is on the brink of a second machine age. In the second 
machine age, computerization1 will unlock mankind’s ability to increase productivity 
through mental power in the same way the steam engine did for physical power during 
the industrial revolution in the 18th century (the first machine age). The major force 
driving the second machine age is digitization. Defined as the conversion of information 
and media into code readable by computers, digitization will be a major source of 
disruptive change in the global economy going forward. In the words of Brynjolfsson & 
McAfee: 
 

”...the second machine age unfolding right now—an inflection point in the history of our 
economies and societies because of digitization. It’s an inflection point in the right direction —
bounty instead of scarcity, freedom instead of constraint—but one that will bring with it some 
difficult challenges and choices.” (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014, s. 25) 

                                                
1 The act of causing certain operations to be performed by a computer, especially as a replacement for 
human labour (Sinclair, 2007). 
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In order to tackle this force, companies must start integrating digital technologies into 
their businesses. This process is referred to as a digital transformation (Liu, Chen, & 
Chou, 2011). Companies across industries are experiencing great difficulty in digitally 
transforming their businesses (Hansen, Kraemmergaard, & Mathiassen, 2011; MIT 
Center for Digital Business & Capgemeni Consulting, 2011). Simultaneously digitization 
forces them to rapid action (McQuivey, 2013).  
 

“Leaders complain that they need to adapt faster, and they simply don’t know how. The digital 
disruption has caused a knowledge gap. For established executives, especially, navigating the 
incredible challenges and opportunities of the digital shift require more than a list of Facebook 
best practices and a copy of Twitter for Dummies. It requires new models of collaboration and 
strategy—an altogether new way of thinking.” (Frelin, 2013) 

 
Academia has not yet managed to supply companies with the necessary tools to fill this 
increasingly critical gap of knowledge (Liu, Chen, & Chou, 2011). It is evident that there 
is an urgent global need for tools that can guide companies through their digital 
transformation. 

1.1.2. Understanding Digitization and Digital Transformations 
Digitization and digital transformation are two ambiguous concepts that are referred to 
differently in management discourse. In this study, they will be treated as different, but 
interlinked concepts. Digitization is referred to as the external force that unlocks the use 
of digital technologies in business society. In contrast, digital transformation is referred to 
as the process of implementing the digital technologies enabled by digitization. Below 
follows a more detailed description of these two concepts. 
 
First, it is important to understand that digitization, as it unfolds today, does not present 
itself as one major transition but rather as a continuous process of disruptive change 
(Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). It is an era of change, similar to that of the industrial 
revolution. In some industries the digitization is already happening. Taking the music 
industry as an example, it has gone through a series of major changes starting with 
distributing music through physical products like CDs or LPs to downloading music 
through virtual stores (e.g. the iTunes Store) and finally to streaming music through 
software applications such as Spotify or Pandora. Nothing is to say that it will stop there.  
 
In other industries digitization is just arriving. In the education industry most education is 
still being given through traditional means (physical lectures, face to face evaluations 
etc.). However, digitization is starting to unlock entirely new business models of 
education. One example is the emergence of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs), 
offered by companies like Udacity and Bady, that because of their low operating costs 
can provide a large number of students with a free online curriculum leading to a degree 
from an accredited institution. The students only have to pay for the certification of their 
credentials (Lane & Kinser, 2012; Mazoue, 2013). The power of the MOOCs is well 
illustrated by the former Stanford research professor (and founder of Udacity) Sebastian 
Thrun who together with a college held a course on artificial intelligence in 2011 that 
attracted 160 000 students from all over the globe (Bennett, 2012). Digitization arrives in 
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different forms and in different pace across the economy, but very commonly leads to 
disruptive changes. 
 
Second, an example of a digital transformation that successfully tackled digitization is the 
case of online banking. Online banking moved focus from the traditional delivery 
channels of financial services, such as local branch offices or telephone operators, and 
started delivering these services over the Internet instead, using a range of software 
applications. This lowered operating costs through less staff and fewer local branch 
offices, and increased customer satisfaction through speed and round-the-clock 
availability of financial services (Yaghoubi & Bahmani, 2010). As a result the banking 
industry was transformed.  
 

1.1.3. Digitization in the Relocation Industry 
Navigating through the era of digitization is an industry-wide problem. As described 
above, certain industries have dealt with it for some time, while others are encountering it 
first today. The companies with the most urgent need for a strategy are the ones that are 
currently on the brink of digital disruption. One example is the education industry as 
previously mentioned. A second example is the relocation industry, which is the chosen 
research setting of this study.  
 
Relocation is the process of moving employees between different offices within an 
organization. A company’s relocation program can be either managed internally or 
outsourced to an external relocation service provider. These providers make up the 
relocation industry. Companies in the relocation industry offer bundles of services 
covering the entire, or parts, of the relocation process. Examples of these services are 
home search, household goods moving, and language and cultural training.  
 
There is compelling evidence that the relocation industry is on the brink of digital 
disruption. One example is a study by Frey & Osborne (2013) that examined how 
susceptible jobs are to digitization. They examined 702 jobs in total and gave them a 
score between zero and one depending on how probable they were to be computerized 
(one being certain and zero being not probable) in the next decade or two. Cross-
referencing this list with the type of jobs that employees of relocation companies perform 
show a strong correlation with the jobs that have high risk of disappearing because of 
digitization. Examples of these jobs are telephone operator (.97), real estate broker (.97), 
insurance sales agent (.92), and cargo and freight agent (.99).  
 
Another indication of that a digital disruption is arriving in the relocation industry is the 
disruptions of other closely related industries that has happened in recent years. One such 
industry is the travel industry (Wilson, 2013). Travel arrangements are made in both the 
travel and the relocation industry, validating a correlation. An example of a company that 
recently experienced disruption in the travel industry is American Express Travel (Wall 
Street Journal, 2012). In 2013 the company laid off 5 400 employees that had become 
redundant and stated that the business had been “fundamentally reinvented as a result of 
the digital revolution” (BBC, 2013). Their primary business of serving corporate 
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travelers through call-centers and agencies became obsolete in the face of digital 
disruption. Instead of using traditional channels, customers started making purchases 
online or via mobile (BBC, 2013; Forbes, 2013). The trends outlined above indicate that 
the relocation industry is next in line of being disrupted by digitization. In order to stay 
competitive in the eyes of the customer, companies in this industry need to find a way to 
digitally transform their service packages. 

1.2. Research Relevance and Purpose  
This study was produced in response to the complex challenges of the relocation industry 
described above. According to top executives in the industry, companies are lacking a 
structured method of how to digitally transform their services (Relocation Managers, 
2014). Companies are currently developing strategies for digital transformation through 
unstructured methods such as customer advisory boards (groups of customer managers 
who provide requests on future service development) or focus groups. These methods are 
largely based on management’s subjective experience from the past rather than 
predictions of what customers will urge in the future.  
 
The absence of these strategies in the broader economy is highlighted in management 
literature. In a recent article on new service development (NSD), Edvardsson et al. (2011) 
found that the factor with the highest effect on NSD performance was the adoption of a 
service development strategy. They claim that a service development strategy is “the 
missing link in improving NSD performance” (Edvardsson, Meiren , Schäfer , & Witell , 
2011, s. 25). Therefore, the need for knowledge on how to navigate in the coming 
digitization is widespread and urgent. 
 
The purpose of this study is to develop a tool that shows relocation companies how they 
should digitally transform their services. 
 

1.3. Research Questions 
This report is divided into two studies. Study 1 will develop a tool that shows relocation 
companies how they should digitally transform their services. Study 2 will assess if the 
tool functions in the desired way by testing it on a company in the relocation industry. 
The research questions of these two studies are presented below. 
 
Study 1:  RQ1: What would a tool that shows relocation companies how to digitally 

transform their services look like?  
 
Study 2: RQ2: Does the tool function in the desired way?  

- RQ2i: What results does it generate for a company in the relocation 
industry? 
- RQ2ii: Do the results of the tool indicate that it is valid? 

 
The research questions of study 1 will be answered in chapter 2, Theoretical Analysis, 
while the questions of study 2 will be answered in chapter 5, Empirical Analysis. The 
methods for both studies will be described in chapter 3, Method. 
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1.4. Delimitations 
This study is subject to a set of delimitations. First, this study does not consider the full 
process of developing or improving a service (henceforth referred to as the service 
development process). Hence, the tool developed in this study will only address parts of 
this process. The service development process can be divided into four steps: identify, 
develop, plan, and implement (Assink , 2006). As highlighted in Figure 1, this study will 
focus on the first step (“identify”), but also touch upon the second step (“develop”) in 
section 5.3. 
 
The first step, “identify”, covers the identification of a possible service development 
opportunity, which can be done through identifying a problem (e.g. an unrealized 
customer need) and the data supporting that problem. The second step, “develop”, focus 
on the idea development for the problem from the first step (i.e. finding a solution that 
can solve the problem). The last two steps, “plan” and “implement”, focus on the 
execution of the service development through planning, testing and implementing the 
new service (Assink , 2006). 
 

Figure 1: The service development process (Assink , 2006) 

 
The last three steps include the cost and feasibility of the potential solutions, and 
therefore this study will not consider these aspects. The reason this study mainly focuses 
on the first step of the process is because the identification of the problem and possible 
solutions are vital for the service development process. The first step determines the 
direction of the other steps (Alam & Perry , 2002; Kumar, Jones, Venkatesan, & Leone, 
2011; Matthing, Sandén, & Edvardsson , 2004). 
 
A second delimitation is that this study only considers the relocation industry. Within this 
industry, only one company will be studied. As previously mentioned, the need for a 
service development strategy to tackle digitization is a problem affecting multiple 
companies and industries. Consequently, the generalizability of this study’s research will 
be discussed in section 6.1.1. 
 
Finally, this study only considers the end-consumer of relocation services. In reality, 
relocation services are purchased by a corporate client and then used by the employees of 
that client, the end-consumers of the service. In most cases the client and the consumer 
have similar views of what makes a relocation service valuable, which motivates only 
focusing on the end-consumer. From here on, the end-consumer will be referred to simply 
as the customer. No other customers will be considered. 

Identify Develop Plan Implement 
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1.5. Disposition of Report 
Before moving on to the next chapter, this section will provide an overview of how the 
report is laid out. The report contains seven chapters within which two studies are 
conducted. Study 1 develops a tool that shows relocation companies how to digitally 
transform their services and thereby answers research question one. The results of study 1 
are presented in chapter 2, Theoretical Analysis. Study 2 validates the developed tool and 
answers research question two. The results of study 2 are presented in chapter 5, 
Empirical Analysis. After the results are presented they are considered in a broader 
context in chapter 6, Discussion. The report is then finished by a summary of the findings 
in chapter 7, Conclusion. 
 

Table 1: Disposition of report 

Chapter Contents RQs 
Answered 

1 Introduction • Descriptions of problem setting, 
purpose, research questions, research 
relevance and report disposition 

- 

2 Theoretical Analysis • Study 1: Development of a tool that 
shows relocation companies how to 
digitally transform their services 

1 

3 Method • The methods of study 1 & 2 are 
described 

- 

4 Empirical Setting • The empirical setting in which study 2 
was conducted is presented 

- 

5 Empirical Analysis • Study 2: The tool from study 1 is tested 
on a relocation company and the results 
are analyzed in order to asses if the tool 
functions in the desired way 

2 & 3 

6 Discussion • Managerial implications, 
generalizability, methodological 
limitations, theoretical limits, and future 
research are discussed 

- 

7 Conclusion • The research is summarized - 
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2. Theoretical Analysis 
This chapter will answer the research question of study 1: “What would a tool that shows 
relocation companies how to digitally transform their services look like?” In answering 
this question, the first step was to conduct a review of previous literature in the relevant 
fields with the aim of finding a theoretical foundation for the tool. The main findings 
from this review were the two theories blue ocean strategy and service quality. These 
theories along with the research fields holding them are presented in section 2.1. 
 
Second, the relevant theories identified in the literature review were used to develop the 
new tool. This process is described in section 2.2. 

2.1. A Review of the Existing Literature 
This chapter presents the literature review, which aimed to create a theoretical foundation 
from which the tool of research question one could be developed.  
 
In order produce the theoretical foundation two distinct areas of investigation were 
identified. The first area (section 2.1.1) provides an understanding of the disruptive 
changes that digitization causes and how companies should transform their service in 
response to these changes. The second area (section 2.1.2) theorizes how companies can 
enhance and measure the value of a service. These two areas were chosen since they were 
both closely related to the knowledge needed for the first research question of this study, 
i.e. how to digitally transform services.  The first area, concerning disruptive changes, is 
relevant since it provides strategies of how to achieve major transformations to a service. 
The second area, concerning the enhancement of service value, is relevant since it 
provides concrete methods of how to measure improvements of service offerings. 
Without such methods, there is no way to assure that digital transformations actually 
increase the value of a service. 
 
After the presentation of the abovementioned areas of investigation, the research gap this 
study addresses is highlighted in section 2.1.3. 

2.1.1. Disruptive Changes of Digitization 
In order to understand the disruptive changes digitization leads to, several research fields 
were examined (please refer to the method chapter for details on these). However, the 
focus of the literature review was around the concept of innovation of services. 
Innovation could be described as “a means of changing an organization, either as a 
response to changes in the external environment, or as a pre-emptive action to influence 
the environment” (Damanpour, 1996, s. 694). Following this definition, innovation must 
be a key concept when adapting to digitization, which in this case is the change in the 
external environment referenced in the citation above.  
 
Within the concept of innovation, the fields most closely related to the disruptive changes 
of digitization is disruptive innovation. The next section will describe this field of 
research. 
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Disruptive innovation 
In order to study disruptive innovation, the concept of disruptive technology, which 
makes up the base of the disruptive innovation concept, needs to be studied first. The 
term disruptive technology was introduced by Clayton Christensen in his seminal book 
“The Innovator’s Dilemma” (1997). The original definition of disruptive technology 
presented by Christensen was: 
 

"Disruptive technologies bring to a market a very different value proposition than had been 
available previously. Generally, disruptive technologies underperform established products in 
mainstream markets. But they have other features that a few fringe (and generally new) customers 
value." (Christensen, The Innovator's Dilemma, 1997, s. xv) 

 
Although the term disruptive technology is extensively used in both academia and 
business, there is a lack of an agreed definition of the term (Damanpour, 1996; Leifer, 
O'Connor, & Rice, 2001; Thomond, Herzberg, & Lettice, 2003; Yu & Chieh, 2008). 
Today, the term disruptive technology has largely been replaced by the term disruptive 
innovation. This is because Christensen (2003) recognized that it was not only 
technologies that could disrupt industries, but also new business models. Therefore, this 
study will from now on use the term disruptive innovation. For this study the definition 
that will be used is: 
 

“[Disruptive innovations] allow organizations to significantly change conventional competitive 
rules, thus transforming the demands and needs of existing markets.” (Thomond, Herzberg, & 
Lettice, 2003, s. 6)  

 
With the introduction of the term disruptive innovation the concept of disruptive 
technology was widened and disruptions were classified into lower-end and new-market 
disruptions (Christensen, 2003). Before, the concept only referred to how dimensions of 
competition of the existing offerings (e.g. price, functionality and design) could be 
tampered with in order to produce a disruption. With Christensen’s new broadened view, 
the idea of disrupting markets by adding new dimension was introduced. This new 
concept of disruptive innovation is illustrated by the following framework developed by 
Christensen (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Illustration of the disruptive innovation concept (Christensen, 2003) 

In the framework, two value networks2 are pictured. The two networks are plotted on an 
axis (going in the direction towards the reader) labeled “Non-consumers or Non-
consuming occasions”. Companies in the new value network (along the horizontal axis 
closest to the reader) do not compete over the old customers or the old occasions of 
consumption but taps into a completely new market, with no competition. Meanwhile, 
companies in the old value network are stuck in the old market, with fierce competition. 
Here, companies compete against each other on the same dimensions, but since different 
customers value different dimensions the companies create different market segments 
within the same value network (MacMillan & McGrath, 2000). The horizontal axis 
indicates time and the vertical axis indicates the level of performance companies in the 
industry offer on the industry’s dimensions of competition (MacMillan & McGrath, 
2000). As previously mentioned, disruption can happen in the old value network (low-
end disruption) as well as in a new one (new-market disruption). A new-market 
disruption initially competes against non-competition (new market space and new 
customers) in the new value network, but as the performance of the disruptor improves it 
starts to pull customers from the existing value network as well.  

Blue ocean strategy  
The previous section outlined the theory of disruptive innovation. The knowledge 
uncovered by studying disruptive innovation clarified the type theories needed to develop 
the tool of research question one. It clearly shows that a tool that shows relocation 
companies how to digitally transform their services needs to guide companies both in 

                                                
2 A value network is the context within which a firm identifies and responds to customers' needs, solves 
problems, procures input, reacts to competitors and strives for profit (Christensen, The Innovator's 
Dilemma, 1997) 
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how to change the performance of the existing dimensions of competition as well as 
identify new dimensions that would open up new markets (or value networks) with new 
customers.  
 
Tools with the attributes described above were not found in the literature review on 
disruptive innovation. However, most of the companies exemplified in the disruptive 
innovation literature as having successfully disrupted their industry; low-price point-to-
point airlines, online travel agents and online education (Christensen, 2003), are also 
brought up in a separate set of literature: the literature on blue ocean strategy. blue ocean 
strategy is developed by Kim and Mauborgne (2005a) and is not part of Christensen’s 
original research field of disruptive innovation. Blue ocean strategy essentially shares 
Christensen’s view on disruptive innovation, but complements it with a set of concrete 
framework and models. The main framework is called the blue ocean strategy canvas, a 
framework providing large parts of the theoretical foundation needed to develop the tool 
of this study. 
 
The following section will provide a description of blue ocean strategy and the blue 
ocean strategy canvas. 

An introduction to blue ocean strategy 
The name blue ocean strategy refers to a new market space (without competition) as a 
blue ocean, and an existing marketplace (fierce competition) is referred to as a red 
ocean3. The theory suggests that companies should search after the blue oceans and move 
away from red oceans (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005b; Raith, Staak, & Wilker, 2008). In the 
case of digital disruption companies have the opportunity to find many new blue oceans 
with the help of new technologies, and they should avoid just transferring the same 
service to a digital service; which would indicate that they are staying in the same red 
ocean as before. Blue ocean strategy should be adopted when a company face a crisis or 
major problem and need to search for innovative ideas (Koo, Koo, & Luk, 2008). 
 
The blue ocean strategy provides a set of tools and frameworks that can assist companies 
in finding new uncontested market space and thereby help with a major transition of a 
service, which in this case is the adaption to digital disruption. The most used concept in 
the blue ocean strategy concept is the blue ocean strategy canvas. The strategy canvas can 
be used to illustrate a company’s relative performance across its industry’s factors of 
competition (see Figure 3). On the horizontal axis the range of the factors the industry 
competes and invests in are displayed, and the vertical axis captures the offering level 
that customers receive across these factors. To get an understanding of a company’s 
strategic profile the current offering can be illustrated by plotting the offering level across 
all factors, this is called a value curve (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005a; Kim & Mauborgne, 
1997). 

                                                
3 These oceans represent what Christensen refers to as new- and old value networks in his framework of 
disruptive innovation. A link illustrating how blue ocean strategy is grounded in disruptive innovation 
theory. 
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An example of blue ocean strategy 
To illustrate the usefulness of the strategy canvas a real-world example will be studied. 
Southwest Airlines is one of the most successful airlines in recent times (Gittell, 2003). 
Much of Southwest Airlines’ success came from the fact that they decided to not compete 
with companies in the struggling and highly competitive airline industry by offering a bit 
more for a bit less. Instead, they decided to break the trade-offs customers had to make 
between the flexibility and price of cars and the speed of airlines. To accomplish this, 
Southwest Airlines had to offer flights with frequent and flexible departures at a price 
that was attractive to the majority of customers. By reducing, eliminating or raising some 
of the factors of competition in the traditional airline industry, as well as creating new 
factors imported from similar industries such as the car industry (competing with 
domestic flights), Southwest Airlines made their competition irrelevant (Kim & 
Mauborgne, 2002). 

 
Figure 3: Blue ocean strategy canvas comparing Southwest Airlines to competitors (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005a) 

In Figure 3 the value curve for Southwest Airlines is compared to the value curve of 
traditional airlines (i.e. the new service compared to the existing service) and the 
competing car industry. By studying the value curves it is clear that the strategic profile 
of Southwest Airlines clearly differs from its competitors and they were thereby able to 
reach uncontested market space.  
 
This is a typical example of a successful blue ocean strategy where a company makes the 
competition irrelevant by transforming their service and providing the customers with 
something new. For a company to achieve profitable growth they cannot always focus on 
offering a little bit more for a little bit less, but sometimes need to change the rules of the 
game instead (Kim & Mauborgne, 1999). 
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Three characteristics of effective blue ocean strategy 
An effective blue ocean strategy should have three complementary qualities: focus, 
divergence and a compelling tagline (Kim & Mauborgne, 2002). A strategy without these 
qualities is likely to be undifferentiated and hard to communicate to customers, which 
ultimately would mean that the company would be stuck in the red ocean and have a hard 
time to compete and gain market share from competitors (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4: The three characteristics of effective strategy according to blue ocean strategy 

Focus means that a company’s strategic profile, or value curve, should focus on a 
selected number of factors. In the case of Southwest Airlines, they focused on hub 
connectivity, friendly service, speed, and frequent point-to-point departures (Kim & 
Mauborgne, 2002). By having a focused strategy, Southwest Airlines has been able to 
offer low prices, and thereby compete with car transport. Focus is required to keep prices 
low. If a company tires to maximize the offering level across all factors at ones, the price 
of the service would be very high (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005a). 
 
Divergence is important for an effective strategy because otherwise companies loose their 
uniqueness. Most companies share the same strategic profile since they only reactively 
try to keep up with the competition. One of the reasons for Southwest Airline’s success is 
that their quality curve diverged from their competitors (who’s value curves were more or 
less identical) (Kim & Mauborgne, 2002). 
 
A compelling tagline is the third quality of an effective strategy. This tagline should 
summarize what the company offers and how that differs from the competition. Therefore 
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the strategy must be both focused and divergent. One way of testing the effectiveness of a 
strategy is to check if a compelling tagline could be written based on the company’s 
strategic profile (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005a). 

The four actions framework 
To create the new value curve, that matches the three characteristics described above, the 
blue ocean strategy provides the four actions framework. This framework contains four 
key questions to challenge an industry’s traditional strategic logic and business model 
(Kim & Mauborgne, 2005a): 
 

1. Which of the factors that the industry take for granted should be eliminated? 
2. Which factors should be reduced well below the industry’s standard? 
3. Which factors should be raised well above the industry’s standard? 
4. Which factors should be created that the industry has never offered? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: The four actions framework of blue ocean strategy 

The first question should make companies consider what factors the industry have 
competed on for a long time, and which of those that could be eliminated. These factors 
are often taken for granted by customers and no longer add value to the service. Factors 
taken for granted can even detract value if the company does not live up to the 
expectations from customers. There are sometimes fundamental changes to what 
customers’ value, but companies that are purely focused on benchmarking with the 
competition neither act on nor perceive those changes (Kim & Mauborgne, 1999). 
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Question number two push companies to think about if their services (or products) are 
overdesigned, i.e. if the company over-serves its customers, in the race to beat the 
competition. This question is important since companies over-serving their customers 
increase the cost structure for no actual value. 
 
The third question force companies to identify and remove compromises the customers 
have to make in the industry. This is done by raising selected factors above the industry 
average and thereby offering the customers more than all competitors for those factors. 
These factors should be the factors that are the most important to the customers. 
 
For question number four companies should discover entirely new sources of value for 
the customers. These factors could both create new demand, i.e. attract new customers 
that do not use the service today, and shift the strategic pricing of the industry.  
 
Asking the first two questions (eliminate and reduce) will provide companies with 
insights into how they can lower their cost structure compared to the competitors, while 
not affecting the offered value delivered to customers. According to the research of Kim 
& Mauborgne (2005a), managers rarely put in systematic effort to eliminate or reduce 
their investments in factors the industry competes on, which result in rising costs and 
increasingly complex business models.  
 
On the contrary, the second two questions (raise and create), help companies gain insight 
into how to increase the customer value and create new demand. These actions allow 
companies to systematically explore how to increase customer value across factors from 
alternative industries and offer customers an entirely new experience.  
 
To summarize, the most important actions are eliminate and create, since they force 
companies to go beyond the existing factors and thereby move from the red ocean to the 
blue ocean. Companies that have an systematic approach to asses these new factors will 
be able to make the competition irrelevant and thereby increase the customer value and 
demand, while not increasing the cost structure. 

Criticism of blue ocean strategy 
As stated above, blue ocean strategy can help companies to unlock new market space by 
reinventing their offering. Although the theory has many positive features, as described 
previously, there exists criticism of the theory. The main critique from other researches is 
that the theory can mainly be used for post diagnosis and explanation of companies using 
the blue ocean strategy (Raith, Staak, & Wilker, 2008). This suggests that companies 
wanting to create a blue ocean will have a hard time doing so with the help of the 
frameworks presented in the blue ocean strategy. The reason for this criticism is the 
method used by Kim & Mauborgne (2005a), which applied the blue ocean strategy theory 
to historic changes by companies (companies that had created blue oceans) by describing 
the changes through the lens of blue ocean strategy (Raith, Staak, & Wilker, 2008). 
However, this criticism is not specific to blue ocean strategy. Most management theories 
try to provide prescriptive theories for innovation or strategy, but scholars are not able 
fully test these in the real world. This is because there are too many other factors (e.g. 
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competition, economic climate, geopolitics) affecting the sample (i.e. the case company) 
and studies are usually not conducted over sufficiently long time periods. 
 
Evaluating the use of blue ocean strategy 
The above sections have presented blue ocean strategy by describing the frameworks and 
critique connected to the concept. The framework that was identified as the most suitable 
for this study was the blue ocean strategy canvas. This tool allows companies to get an 
understanding of how they should change their services to handle disruptive change. It is 
successful in showing them that this can be done both by adapting their service along the 
exiting factors the industry currently competes on as well as introducing new factors that 
make the competition irrelevant.  As such, this framework provides part of the theoretical 
foundation needed for the tool developed by this study. It provides theory on how 
companies should handle major transformations, which includes digital transformations. 
However, blue ocean strategy does not provide any theory on how make sure that service 
value increases through such a transformation. In order to do this it would have to study 
service value instead of offering level and it would have to allow precise measurements 
on these metrics. Originally, the framework provides no guidance into how the offering 
levels of the factors (on the vertical axis in the strategy canvas) could be obtained. 
Consequently the blue ocean strategy canvas, while partly helpful, does not provide all 
theory needed to develop the tool of this study. Thus, an additional area of investigation 
was studied to obtain a complete theoretical foundation. This area is presented in the next 
section. 

2.1.2. Enhancing Service Value 
The second area of investigation considered in developing the tool of this study deals 
with how companies enhance and measure the value of their services. 

Customer orientation in service development 
In order to measure the value of a service the perspective from which it is assessed must 
be decided. Theoretically many perspectives could be considered, but according to the 
discourse on service development the value of a service should be assessed using a 
customer-orientated approach (Alam & Perry , 2002; Lundkvist & Yakhlef, 2004; 
Matthing, Sandén, & Edvardsson , 2004). Previous research claims that the most critical 
factor for success in developing a service is to understand customer needs and to 
incorporate these insights into the new service (Cooper & Klienschmidt, 1987; Zirger & 
Modesto, 1990). These customer insights can be gathered through interviews, focus 
groups, or surveys.  
 
However, asking customers directly what they want, and only focusing on the literal 
voice of the customer, has proven to not produce the desired results for service 
development (Ulwick, 2005). This is because customers sometimes lack the ability to 
express their needs and what they want from a future service (Christensen, 1997). In 
order to gain the needed insights from customers, without the drawbacks from asking the 
customers directly what they want, the concept that is most widely used is service quality. 
This is because service quality conceptualizes the value of a service by breaking it down 
into components. These can then be assessed individually without asking customers 
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directly what they want from a future service. The next section will describe the concept 
of service quality in detail. 

Service quality 
Service quality has in the last 20 years emerged as one of the most important factors for 
business performance, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty for service companies 
(Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988; Seth, Deshmukh, & Vrat, 2005; Zeithaml, 
Parasuraman, & Malhotra, 2002). It is frequently used as a substitute for service value 
(Basu & Hunt, 2012; White, 1979). 
 
Service quality is defined as the perceived service quality4 as experienced by the end 
consumer (Seth, Deshmukh, & Vrat, 2005; Lewis & Booms, 1983). Perceived service 
quality is viewed as the “direction of discrepancy between consumers’ perceptions and 
expectations” (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988, s. 17), i.e. can be measured by 
comparing the customers’ idea of what the provider of the service should offer 
(expectation) to how well the service was actually delivered (perception). The quality 
level (Q) of any given service can therefore be calculated as the difference between the 
perceived quality (P) and the expected quality (E). 
 

Equation 1: Calculation of service quality level  

𝑸 = 𝑷− 𝑬 
 
Below follows a description of the frameworks that use the concept of service quality in 
practice to evaluate a service. 

Service quality scales 
The dominant framework used to enhance service quality is to measure it by using 
service quality scales (Akan, 1995; Avkiran, 1994; Seth, Deshmukh, & Vrat, 2005). 

An introduction to service quality scales 
A quality scale divides the overall quality of a service into a set of factors that can be 
measured separately, and based on the quality of each factor the total quality of the 
service can be calculated (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988). When calculating the 
total quality of a service, the quality level from Equation 1 must be combined with the 
relative importance of each factor compared to the other factors, i.e. if one factor is more 
important than another factor the quality level of that factor will receive a higher 
importance weight. 
 
The first quality scale to be developed was the “SERVQUAL scale”. It consists of 22 
factors categorized into 5 service quality dimensions: tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance and empathy (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988). 
SERVQUAL’s influence in the research area of service quality models is well illustrated 
by Seth et al. (2005), who closely examined 19 of the most referenced service quality 
                                                
4 Some researcher have made the distinction between objective and perceived service quality (Ziethaml, 
1987; Garvin, 1983), this study however is studying services from a customer perspective and will only 
refer to perceived service quality. 
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models. Nine of these models were classified as “SERVQUAL-based” and the rest as 
“Other Models”. 
 
Despite its popularity several analysts have found shortcomings to the SERVQUAL 
model, limiting its usefulness (Babakus & Mangold, 1989; Carman, 1990; Finn & Lamb, 
1991; Cronin & Taylor, 1992). The two major limitations are: (1) lack of empirical 
validation and (2) poor applicability across different industries, despite of SERVQUAL’s 
claim to be generic. The second limitation has been subject to extensive research and 
adapted SERVQUAL models have been developed for a range of different industries. The 
need for industry specific scales comes from the fact that each industry has different 
characteristics and therefore needs to be represented by a different range of quality 
factors (Babakus & Mangold, 1989).  
 
Many industry specific scales have been developed from the basis of the SERVQUAL 
scale, and been modified by adding relevant, or removing irrelevant, industry specific 
factors. Examples of industry specific scales are: information system services (Kettinger 
& Lee, 2005), travel agency services (Caro & García, 2008; Millán & Esteban, 2004; 
Ostrowski, O'Brien, & Gordon, 1993), tourism services (Atilgan, Akinci, & Aksoy, 2003; 
Bhat, 2012; Fick & Ritchie, 1991), urgent transport services (Caro & García, 2007) 
banking services (Karatepe, Yavas, & Babakus, 2005) and public agency services 
(Gowan, Seymour, Ibarreche, & Lackey, 2001). 
 
For some industries there are several different quality scales developed by different 
researchers and there is yet to be consensus on which scale to use (Bahia & Nantel, 2000; 
Madhukar G. Angur, 1999; Sun, Wang, & Cao, 2009). There are also industries where no 
scales have been developed, and research suggests that for these industries new, industry 
specific, scales should be developed. 
 
Apart from the need of industry specific scales, there is also a need for separate scales for 
physical services (p-services) and electronic services (e-services) due to a difference in 
how the services are used (Akinci, Atilgan-Inan, & Aksoy, 2010). An example of a p-
service is ordinary brick-and-mortar banking, where the customer visit a bank office. An 
example of an e-service is online banking, where the customer interacts with the bank 
purely online. For the banking industry, separate scales have been developed for the p- 
and e-service, but both scales have several similar factors that are relevant both offline 
and online (Sun, Wang, & Cao, 2009). 
 
In summary, the established way to measure service quality is through service quality 
scales. Within this field the base scale is the SERVQUAL scale, however a range of 
complementary scales have been developed to account for differences between industries 
and differences between physical and electronic services. Consequently, there are plenty 
of empirically tested methods to draw from within the field. 

Measuring quality with service quality scales 
When measuring the quality of a service using quality scales, quality is broken down into 
perceived and expected quality (according to Equation 1) and these are measured 
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separately for each factor of quality. The measurement is usually done by sending out a 
survey to customers. In the survey, each factor of quality is represented by a perceived 
and expected quality statement that respondents are asked to evaluate. This is done on a 
Likert scale (most commonly a seven-point scale) ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 
(strongly agree). An example of the statements for a SERVQUAL factor is displayed 
below (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988). 
 

E3, expected level of service:  
Their employees should be well dressed and appear neat. 

 
P3, perceived level of service:  
[The considered company’s] employees are well dressed and appear neat.  

 
The collected customer opinion data from the perception and expectation statements 
exemplified above are used to calculate the quality of each item (with the use of Equation 
1 above), which can then be weighed together to produce a quality score for each 
dimension and ultimately for the service as a whole. 

Evaluating the use of service quality 
The above sections have provided a description of service quality and how it can be 
measured using service quality scales. Service quality scales provides companies with a 
way to measure the performance of their service to continually enhance it. This theory 
provides an essential part of the theoretical foundation needed to develop the tool of this 
study: concrete methods of how to measure a service’s value (previously established as a 
substitute to service quality). On the other hand, it does not provide any insight into how 
to handle major transformations. In this way, service quality complements blue ocean 
strategy by offering the opposite benefits and drawbacks. 

2.1.3. Research Gap 
The aim of this study is to develop a tool that shows relocation companies how they 
should digitally transform their services. As previously mentioned, no such tools are 
currently available, highlighting the existence of a research gap in urgent need of being 
addressed.  
 
In order to address this gap of knowledge, the literature review described above was 
conducted with the aim of providing a theoretical foundation from which the desired tool 
could be developed. The obtained foundation is based on two main theories: blue ocean 
strategy and service quality. As described above, these theories are both close to 
addressing the research gap but are both missing vital elements. However, the two 
theories are complementary in relation to each other. The missing links in one of the 
theories is covered by the other and vice versa. To specify, blue ocean strategy provides 
an effective way of how to think of major transformations and how companies should 
change focus concerning their offerings to best handle such a process. However, it does 
not provide any means to actually measure how the offering would be improving while 
changed in this way. On the other hand, service quality provides well-tested methods of 
how to measure the quality of a service but does not provide guidance of how to improve 
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quality through disruptive change. Given this relationship, the obvious question is if these 
two theories could be combined to create the tool that this study aims to develop. 

Combining disruptive and incremental innovation 
In order to investigate the possibility of combining the blue ocean strategy and service 
quality, the theories were categorized into broader fields of research to then check if the 
two fields were compatible. When it comes to blue ocean strategy, it has already been 
determined in this chapter that the theory could be categorized in the field of disruptive 
innovation. If service quality would be categorized in a similar way, the theory could be 
said to belong to the field of incremental innovation. This categorization is based on the 
following definition of incremental innovation, “minor improvements or simple 
adjustments in current technology” (Dewar & Dutton, 1986, s. 1423). Another definition 
of incremental innovation highlights continuousness of the concept: “[incremental 
innovation is] ongoing improvement to product, process, and service” (Bhaskaran, 2006, 
s. 67). Service quality is about closely measuring existing factors of quality, and 
emphasize or deemphasize the factors according to the results. Such an approach to 
improvement makes service quality very closely related to the methods of incremental 
innovation.  

The categorization of the blue ocean strategy (disruptive innovation) and service quality 
(incremental innovation) changes the question of whether the theories can be combined to 
a question if the theories from the fields of disruptive innovation and incremental 
innovation can be combined. Studying existing literature many agree that innovation (all 
kinds) can be conceptualized as a continuum between incremental innovation and radical 
innovation (Assink , 2006; Garcia & Calatone, 2001; Thomond & Lettice , 2002). Radical 
innovation and disruptive innovation are in this case interchangeable (Dewar & Dutton, 
1986; Hang & Cheih, 2008). Each extreme on the continuum requires different 
capabilities and knowledge from organizations (Cardinal, 2001; Subramaniam & Youndt, 
2005). Viewing innovation as a continuum between these extremes indicates that it is 
possible to develop theories that exist in the middle. Further, combining two theories 
from opposite sides of the continuum should inevitably result in a theory that exists in 
between the two opposites. Consequently, combining disruptive and incremental 
innovation results in theories that can exist of the continuum of innovation and is 
therefore possible. Moreover, some research suggests that the rapidly changing 
environment of the global economy is increasingly calling for models that can handle 
disruptive and incremental innovation simultaneously (Hacklin, Raurich, & Marxt, 2004), 
i.e. models that exist in the middle section of the continuum. This indicates that the gap 
identified in this study might be part of a much broader lack of knowledge. 

In summary, the research gap for this study is the lack of a tool that could help companies 
to develop a valuable service in the era of digitization. In order to create such a tool, 
theories from disruptive and incremental innovation have to be combined. Recent 
research indicates that this combination is possible. Following the examination presented 
above, a conceptualization where the theories of service quality and blue ocean strategy 
are combined has to be done in order to develop the desired tool of this study. This 
conceptualization is presented in the next section. 
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2.2. Conceptualizing the Interception of Blue Ocean Strategy 
and Service Quality – Developing the Tool 

The purpose of this study is to develop a tool that shows relocation companies how they 
should digitally transform their services. The previous section has presented the 
theoretical foundation from which the tool of this study was developed. This tool is 
named the Service Quality Canvas (SQC). An illustration of the SQC is presented in 
Figure 6. Please note that the data plotted in Figure 6 has no meaning, it is purely 
illustrative.  

 
 

 

Figure 6: The Service Quality Canvas 

This section in divided into three parts. The first part will present how this SQC was 
developed, the second part how it can be used to analyze services’ quality, and the third 
part will present a step-by-step approach of how to use the new tool. 

2.2.1. Developing the Service Quality Canvas 
In order to develop the new tool, the two research areas explored in the literature review 
(blue ocean strategy and service quality) had to be combined. This produced a concrete 
tool showing companies how to increase service quality through digital transformations. 
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Figure 7: Illustration of the area of conceptualization  - where the tool will be developed 

Combining blue ocean strategy and service quality 
In understanding disruptive change (e.g. digitization), the previously mentioned blue 
ocean strategy is a key concept. The blue ocean strategy canvas shows how to increase a 
company’s delivered value by restructuring and reinventing the company’s strategic 
profile. This is done, first, by identifying the current value factors the company’s industry 
competes and invests in, second, by identifying new factors that could unlock new 
sources of value for buyers and, third, to decide which of these factors to reduce, 
eliminate or emphasize. This procedure generates a value curve describing how to best 
develop the company’s strategic profile to improve customer value. However, a 
shortcoming of this framework is that the unit of analysis (offering level) cannot be 
quantified. That is to say that there is no way to measure and add up the contributed value 
of all factors to ultimately quantify overall customer value. This makes the framework 
insufficient in the light of this study. 
 
In order to make use of the blue ocean strategy canvas in the context of this study, the 
theory needed to be adapted. This was done by incorporating the theory of service quality 
scales (presented in section 2.1.1) into the strategy canvas. Firstly, the unit of analysis 
had to be changed from customer value to service quality. In contrast to the loosely 
defined term customer value, service quality is highly conceptualized and has the trait 
that it can be quantified and therefore measured. Secondly, the value factors (along the 
horizontal axis in the blue ocean strategy canvas) had to be exchanged for quality factors. 
In the same way as for the value factors some of these quality factors are existing factors, 
on which the industry currently competes, and some are new, for which new sources of 
service quality can be unlocked. Thirdly, according to the theory of service quality scales, 
each of these quality factors was also assigned an importance weight that allowed for the 
computation of the service’s overall quality. Finally, the curve indicating the service 
quality level of each quality factor was no longer referred to as a value curve, but rather a 
quality curve. The tool resulting from this analysis is a tool that could shows companies 
how to digitally transform their services: the Service Quality Canvas (SQC).  

Illustrative example of the Service Quality Canvas comparing two services 
In order to illustrate how the SQC works, an imaginative example, using hypothetical 
data, has been constructed: the booking of a hotel. This example will have two quality 
curves, one for an existing service and one for a new version of the service. The use of 
the SQC on this example will show how the new service is superior to the existing one. 
The existing service is a traditional hotel booking where the customer calls a travel agent 
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and books a hotel via phone. The new service is an online hotel booking service where 
the customer books the hotel online (e.g. Hotels.com). The five quality factors of these 
services are: Booking speed, Amount of options, Personal interaction, Available reviews, 
and Personalized recommendations5. The last two factors are possible new factors that do 
not exist in the old service. These new factors they no quality level in the old service 
since they do not exist in that context.   
 
The quality curves (i.e. the quality level over all quality factors) for the old and the new 
hotel booking service, along with their importance weights, are displayed in Figure 8, 
below. Note how the old factors are less important to the new service than to the old one, 
now when the new factors are introduced. Further, note that the importance weights of 
the old factors are not reduced by equal proportion going from the existing to the new 
service. The importance weights of “Booking speed” and “Amount of options” are both 
reduced by around 35% while the weight of  “Personal interaction” is reduced by around 
70%. The reason for this is that the new factors act as substitutes to “Personal 
interaction”, which decreases its importance further in the eyes of the customer. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Service Quality Canvas, an example of two hypothetical hotel booking services 

 

                                                
5 Booking speed, the time it takes to book a hotel; Amount of options, amount of hotel options; Personal 
interaction, human contact with the booking agent; Available reviews, reviews of the hotels, Personalized 
recommendations, travel agency providing customers with recommendations for hotels based the 
customer’s previous bookings. 
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As seen in Figure 8, the quality level of the factor of “Booking speed” is higher for the 
online service then for the telephone-operated service. The factor “Amount of options” 
has about the same quality level for both services, while “Personal interaction” has a 
higher level of quality than the existing one. The new service however, has high quality 
levels on the two new factors, which does not exist in the existing service. In terms of 
how important the factors are for customers (indicated by the importance weight), it is 
clear that “Booking time” is most important followed by “Amount of options” and 
“Available reviews”. “Personal interaction” is least important followed by “Personalized 
recommendations”. Thus, the new service has higher quality levels than the existing 
service on the four most important factors. The only factor where the existing service has 
a higher quality has the lowest importance weight. The SQC in Figure 8 therefore clearly 
shows that the new service is perceived as more qualitative than the existing one in the 
eyes of the customers. 

Perceived and expected quality in the Service Quality Canvas 
In contrast to the blue ocean strategy canvas, the SQC allows for computation of the 
overall service quality. According to the theory on quality scales the overall quality level 
of the service illustrated above can calculated as: 
 

Equation 2: Calculation of overall service quality. 

𝑸 = (𝑸𝒊
𝒊

∗𝒘𝒊) 

 
Developing this tool further, it has previously been shown that service quality (Q) is the 
difference between perceived (P) and expected quality (E) multiplied by the importance 
weight (w) of each factor. Following, the mathematical relationship is as follows: 
 

Equation 3: Calculation of overall service quality as the difference of perceived and expected quality 

𝑸 = ((𝑷− 𝑬)𝒊
𝒊

∗𝒘𝒋) 

 
Using SQC, it is therefore possible to plot the service’s perceived- and expected quality 
curves in the same graph. This is done for the hotel-booking service example, where the 
existing service is plotted in Figure 9. In coherence with the Equation 3, the difference 
between the perceived quality curve and the expected quality curve equals the quality 
curve of the existing service plotted in Figure 8. The factors “Available reviews” and 
“Personalized recommendations” are not included in the existing service, therefore the 
perceived quality curve is not plotted for these factors. However, the expected quality 
curve for these two factors is plotted. This represents what the customers would expect 
from these two factors, were they a part of the service. 
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Figure 9: Service Quality Canvas including new factors for hotel booking example 

The benefit of the distinction between the perceived and expected quality curves is that it 
visualizes where the biggest and smallest opportunities of quality improvement are. If a 
service provider knows what their customers’ expect from a certain set of quality factors 
it can adapt its service to these expectations, and thereby maximizing the quality of the 
service.  
 

2.2.2. Conducting Analysis With the Service Quality Canvas 
This section will describe how the SQC can be used to conduct analysis. The first section 
will present a general analysis method, the second will illustrates this method with an 
example and the third will discuss alternative ways to analyze the SQC. 

Analysis method 
Once a SQC, like the one in Figure 9, has been developed for a service it can be analyzed 
in various ways. It might simply serve as an overview over the service’s quality, its 
down- and upsides, or it could be used for more rigorous analysis based on the intention 
of its user. For the purpose of this study, an analysis method was developed that would 
serve to produce a strategic direction of service development.  
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The method was based on blue ocean strategy’s three characteristics of effective strategy 
and the four actions framework, presented in section 2.1.11. These characteristics are (1) 
Focus, (2) Divergence and (3) Compelling Tagline. In order to produce a focused 
strategy, the quality factors of the highest potential of quality improvement should be 
kept and those with the lowest should be removed from what defines the service’s 
quality, i.e. they should be made irrelevant. In order to produce a divergent strategy, the 
service’s quality should be defined by other factors then the industries traditional factors, 
i.e. new quality factors need to be introduced. Finally, in order to produce a strategy with 
a compelling tagline, the emphasized, irrelevant and new factors should together create a 
clear and simple picture of what defines the new service. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Characteristics of effective strategy in the context of the Service Quality Canvas 

In order to satisfy the three characteristics of effective strategy outline above, the quality 
factors should be divided into three groups. Please note the similarity between these three 
groups and the four actions framework of blue ocean strategy. 
 
1. Factors to emphasize 
These are the factors with large potential of quality improvement that should be part of 
future service development initiatives.  
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2. Factors to make irrelevant 
These are the factors with the lowest potential of service quality improvement. Even if 
the company emphasized these factors, service quality would only improve marginally. 
 
3. Factors to add to service 
These are the factors that do not exist in the service today but would have a great effect 
on service quality if they were introduced.  
 
In order to categorize the factors into these three groups, three metrics should be used: 
importance weight, quality level and expected quality level. The table below summarized 
these three groups and the characteristics of the factors of each group. 
 

Table 2: Table describing the three groups of factors used for analysis of the SQC 

Factor Group 
(Factors to:) 

Characteristics Improvement 
Potential 

1. Emphasize • High importance weight 
• Low quality level 
• Low expected quality level 

High 

2. Make irrelevant • Low importance weight 
• Quality level approaching zero 
• High excepted quality level 

Low 

3. Add to service • High importance weight 
• Low expected quality level 

High 

 
Group 1 (emphasize) contains factors with high importance weights, low quality levels 
and low expected quality. Thus, these factors are important to customers, have a small or 
negative gap between customers’ perceptions of quality and their expectations of the 
actual service and for which customers have low expectations. These are, in other words, 
factors with high opportunity to increase the perceived quality level to meet or exceed 
customers’ low expectations and thereby produce a positive quality level. Additionally, 
these factors are important, therefore an increase in quality levels would have a large 
effect on overall service quality.  
 
Group 2 (make irrelevant) contains factors with low importance weights, quality levels 
approaching zero and high expected quality levels. Thus, these are factors for which it is 
relatively difficult to meet, or exceed, customer’s high expectation. Further, even if this 
was done, it would not have much effect the overall service quality level since the 
importance weights of factors in this group are low.  
 
Group 3 (add to service) contains new factors that do not exist in the old service. These 
are factors with high importance weights and low expectations. Since these factors do not 
yet exist, the perceived quality levels cannot be obtained and, therefore, the quality level 
cannot be calculated. Thus, these are factors for which, if introduced, it would be 
relatively easy to exceed customers’ expectations and produce a high quality level. 
Because of their high importance weight, they would have a large positive effect on the 
overall service.  
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The categorization of the factors into these three groups provides a roadmap of how a 
service could be developed to most efficiently increase its quality. The factors of group 
one should be emphasized to improve the service as it looks today. The factors of group 
two are not sources of future quality improvement and should not be emphasized, rather 
be made irrelevant. This can be done by the factors of group 3 that, when introduced, 
improves the service and transforms it at the same time. The goal is to move the 
customers’ attention from the factors of group 2 (where the potential for quality 
improvement is low) to those of group 3 (where the potential is high). 
 
Once the strategic roadmap described above is developed the user knows how to develop 
a service that improves the quality in the most efficient way, while transforming the 
service. The SQC therefore satisfies the purpose of this study. The next step would be to 
develop solutions that match the strategic direction of service transformation derived 
above, but this step will only be touched upon in section 5.3 of this study. In order for the 
development step to be completed both cost and feasibility of the solutions need to be 
considered (as described in the delimitations, these are not covered in this study). 

Hotel-booking example 
In order to illustrate how the analysis method above works, the example of the hotel-
booking service is used below. In Figure 9 the SQC is plotted for the telephone operated 
service. By studying his graph it is possible to deduct how the service should be 
developed in order to improve quality in the most efficient way. According to the method 
described previously, the factors are categorized into three groups. 
 
The “Booking speed” factor is put in group 1. This factor has a low expected quality 
level, high importance weight and low quality level, and therefore satisfies all 
characteristics of this group. “Personal interaction” has low importance weight, a quality 
level that approaches zero and a high expected level of quality, which categorizes the 
factor in group 2. The factors “Available reviews” and “Personalized recommendations” 
are both new factors with relatively low expected quality levels, which means they 
qualify for group 3. Finally, “Amount of options“ does not qualify for any of the groups 
and is left uncategorized. Concerning the two new factors it is clear that “Available 
reviews” is more valued then “Personalized recommendations” since it both hasra a 
higher importance weight and lower expected quality level. Both factors, however, are 
valued and included in group 3. This categorization produced the following Service 
Improvement Roadmap for the hypothetical hotel booking example. This roadmap 
summarized the strategic direction of the company providing the service under study. 
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Table 3: Service Improvement Roadmap for the hotel-booking example 

 
 
Looking back at the three characteristics of an effective strategy presented above (Focus, 
Divergence and Compelling Tagline) it is easy to see how the new service roadmap 
posses these characteristics. First, the strategic direction is focused since it clearly 
promotes speed while disregarding personal interaction.  Second, it is divergent since it 
introduces two new factors of quality for a hotel-booking service and lowers the quality 
on one of the old factors (“Personal Interaction”), making the new service different from 
the existing service. Finally, allows for a tagline that summarizes the appeal of the service 
in a compelling way. An example of such a tagline would be:  
 

“We find the perfect hotel for you, in the fastest way possible” 
 
Now when the Service Improvement Roadmap has been developed the scope of this 
study ends. However, in order to illustrate an extended use of the tool, an example of the 
development of technical solutions matching the roadmap will be described. One 
example of a potential solution that the owner of this hotel booking enterprise could 
consider is to develop a website that would replace the telephone operators. Additionally, 
the website would allow customer to post and read reviews of the hotels they had visited 
as well as provide the customers with personalized recommendations of new hotels based 
on their previous visits. In this hypothetical example the implementation of the website is 
deemed to be both technologically feasible and cost effective. The question is then how 
this solution would affect the service’s quality. Using the SQC this question can be 
answered.  
 
First, its noted that performing a hotel booking through the website is a much faster 
procedure than booking over the phone. This increases the perceived quality of the factor 
“Booking speed”, which is entirely in line with what the roadmap advices. Second, using 

 
Service Improvement Roadmap – Hotel-Booking Example 
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the website would strongly reduce or even eliminate the interaction a customer would 
have with human. This would decrease the perceived quality of the factor “Personal 
Interaction”, which is in line with the direction the roadmap proposes. Third, the new 
factors that the website introduced are both predicted to have a positive effect on the 
service’s quality by the roadmap. In addition, the new factors act as substitute to the 
“Personal Interaction” factor, which will decrease its importance to the customer and 
minimize its negative effect on overall service quality.  
 
In short, the website will emphasize the aspects of quality with high improvement 
potential, reduce focus from aspects with low potential and introduce new quality factors 
with high potential that will increase quality further. Hence, the website would have a 
very positive effect on the service’s quality. 
 
Plotting the new and the existing service on the SQC visualizes what the transformation 
from the existing to the new service would look like.  
 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 11: SQC of the hotel booking including the expected quality and the perceived quality of both the existing 
and the new service 
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Figure 11 above shows how, in accordance to the strategy of the roadmap, the perceived 
quality of the new service has increase for the factors “Booking Speed” and “Amount of 
options” while decreased for “Personal interaction”. For the two new factors (“Available 
reviews” and “Personalized recommendations”) perceived quality is way above expected 
quality. In studying the graph above it is evident that the overall quality is increased in 
the new service. The only factor for which the transformation had a negative effect on 
quality was “Personal Interaction”. Even if this drop in quality was quite significant it did 
not affect overall quality very much since the importance weight of that factor decreased 
as well. As stated previously, this is due to the fact part of the importance weight is 
transferred two the new factors that act as substitutes to “Personal Interaction”. 

Alternative ways to improve quality 
The analysis method presented previously in this section was built around the assumption 
that quality is increased by improving customers’ perceived level of quality. However, 
according to Equation 3 quality can also be improved by lowering customers’ expected 
level of quality. Consequently, instead of using the SQC as a tool to find opportunities of 
service improvement companies could theoretically use it as a tool to manage customers’ 
expectations, resulting in the same effect on quality. Even if this might sound like an 
appealing strategy, this study has found two main reasons to why this is not an effective 
way to increase service quality. 
 
First, it is difficult to lower customer expectations when they are continuously pushed 
upwards by the perceived quality they experience from other companies. Across most 
large and global industries, including the relocation industry, competition is fierce and 
customers are frequently evaluating the options the market has to offer and switch 
providers accordingly. This allows customers to compare different offering and make 
them set their expectations in line with what the most qualitative provider has to offer. In 
the relocation industry this effect is further strengthen since the end users of relocation 
services might move around between different employers that have different relocation 
service providers. Further, especially in the case of the relocation industry, customers’ 
expectations are also pushed up by other industries. The relocation service is made up of 
several sub-services (booking flight tickets, household goods shipments, mortgage 
services etc.) that are delivered individually or as part of another service package in other 
industries. The expectations customers develop purchasing the service in these other 
industries will thus affect their expectations of relocation services. An example of this 
phenomenon is Amazon’s impact on customers’ expectations of an online purchasing 
experience. Referred to as the “Amazon Effect”, it has profoundly changed how people 
think of online shopping in general and what they expect from it (Brandt, 2011; Klaus, 
2013). The following quote from the CEO of the building products distributor C.H. 
Briggs highlights the effect on customer mentality. 
 

“We’re all expecting the ease of ordering, the technical infrastructure, the speed of delivery … 
Once you experience that with Amazon, you begin to expect that in every part of your world.” 
(Konzak, 2013, s. 1) 

 
With companies within and outside the relocation industry pushing customer expectations 
upward, it is thus be challenging to lower them without loosing customers. 
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Secondly, even if a company manages to lower customers’ expectations and still retain its 
customers, it would likely hamper long-term growth. When a company lowers customers’ 
expectations in order to improve a service’s quality it ultimately misleads its customers, 
which could be very harmful to customer relationships. Harming customer relationship 
could lead to short term gains but will hurt in the long run. The link between customer 
relationship and long-term growth is highlighted in a recent book by the consultancy Bain 
& Company titled “The Ultimate Question” (Reichheld & Markey, 2011). It is argued 
that true, long-term growth is driven first and foremost by promoters, i.e. loyal customers 
who keep buying from the company and urge their friends to do the same. Promoters are 
generated by strong customer relationships. On the contrary, searching for growth at the 
expense of customer relationships might generate short-term gains but will harm long-
term gains. These gains are referred to as bad profits. 
 

“While bad profits don’t show up on the books, they are easy to recognize. They’re profits earned 
at the expense of customer relationships. /…/ Bad profits arise when companies save money by 
delivering a lousy customer experience. Bad profits are about extracting value from customers, 
not creating value.” (Reichheld & Markey, 2011) 

 
The benefits generated from lowering customer expectations in order to improve their 
view of the service’s quality are in accordance with the definitions of bad profits. 
According to the theory presented above, lowering expectations would therefore harm 
long-term growth. 

2.2.3. A Practical Guide to Using the Service Quality Canvas 
This study has developed a guide to how the SQC is meant to be used. The guide consists 
of 5 steps that are described below. 
 

 
Figure 12: Five-step guide to maximizing service quality through digitization 
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1. Identify quality factors 
This process should answer the two questions: What are the quality factors on which the 
existing service competes? What are the potential new quality factors that could unlock 
new sources of service quality? 
 
2. Assign weights to quality factors 
This process yields the relative importance weight of all factors. 
  
3. Draw perceived/expected quality curve over all factors and calculate quality level 
This process yields the perceived and expected level of quality for the different quality 
factors. The quality level is calculated according to Equation 1.  
 
4. Categorize factors according to their opportunity of service quality improvement 
The goal of this process is to plot a new perceived quality curve and adapt it to the 
expected quality curve from step 4 so that the overall quality is maximized (according to 
Equation 3). This is can be done using the analysis method presented in section 2.2.2. 
Judging each quality factor in this way will provide the user company with a strategic 
direction of how to develop its service most efficiently. These strategic directions could 
look very different depending on the result of the SQC. 
 
5. Identify technical solutions that match the strategic direction of service quality 
improvement 
Once the perceived value curve is drawn the process of creating a service that matches 
the curve in real life begins. This is an imperfect process that likely requires much 
iteration to reach a satisfying result. The two main factors to consider in this process is 
cost and technical feasibility. 
 
This guide will be used later in this study when the SQC is tested in an empirical context. 
The next section will highlight some of the SQCs predicted benefits and drawbacks.  
 

2.2.4. Predicted Benefits and Drawbacks of the Service Quality Canvas 
In the development of the SQC a set of potential benefits and drawbacks were identified. 
These benefits and drawback were tested when the SQC was applied to the empirical 
setting of this study, and based on this test the predictions were reevaluated (for the 
updated predications, see section 5.4). The predicted benefits and drawback will be 
described below, and are presented in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Predicted benefits and drawbacks of using the SQC 

Service Quality Canvas 
Predicted benefits Predicted drawbacks 
Quantitative Cumbersome 
Visual Complex 
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The two predicted benefits with the use of the tool are that it is “Quantitative” and 
“Visual”. The SQC use quantitative means to identify the strategic direction of service 
development, i.e. which factors to emphasize and which to make less relevant. Using 
quantitative data for the analysis will remove the bias of the person performing the 
analysis so the personal view on the future will not affect which factors the person select. 
This will complement existing tools on e.g. disruptive innovation, which to a large extent 
use purely qualitative analysis. The visualization of the customer opinion data, through 
the SQC, will allow for a more a productive dialogue around the results, due to a better 
understanding of the service quality of the current service offering. Being able to study 
both the perceive and expected quality curve, as well as the importance weight for each 
factor, in the same graph (the SQC) can yield a better overall view of the service and its 
improvement opportunities.  
 
The two predicted drawbacks with the use of the tool are that it is “Cumbersome” and 
“Complex”. The collection of the needed data pieces for the SQC (quality factors, 
importance weights, and perceived and expected quality) is predicted to be quite 
cumbersome. Some of this data might be hard to find and some might be time-consuming 
to collect. Due to the relative complex concept of service quality the other predicted 
drawback is that the respondents for the data collection will have a hard time to both rank 
the factors on their importance weight and correctly rate the perceived and expected 
quality level of the factors. If the respondents do not understand the questions being 
asked in order o gather the needed data, result validity would be affected 
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3. Method 
This chapter describes the method used to conduct study 1 and study 2. An overview of 
the different steps in the method can be seen below (Figure 13). The method for study 1 
was qualitative and consisted of a literature review. The method for study 2 was both 
qualitative and quantitative and consisted of a literature review, structured interviews, and 
a survey. Study 2 was industry specific for the relocation industry and conducted at a 
company in the relocation industry. A more detailed description of the methods used for 
each study can be seen in section 3.1 (method study 1) and 3.2 (method study 2). 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Main steps of the method for Study 1 and 2 

3.1. Method Study 1 
This section will present a description of the method used to answer the research question 
of study 1, followed by the limitations of that method. That research question is:  
 
Study 1:  RQ1: What would a tool that shows relocation companies how to digitally 

transform their services look like?   
 

3.1.1. Identification of Research Topics and Key Theories 
The method used to answer RQ1 was a literature review and a conceptualization of the 
theories found in the literature review. Before conducting the literature review of this 
study (with the aim of finding the theoretical foundation for the tool) a search was 
conducted to identify an exiting tool that could help companies digitally transform their 
services. No existing tool was identified. 

Description of method 
From the basis of RQ1 and the purpose of the study, the method had a thematic approach 
and categorized the literature review into two areas of investigation (Collis & Hussey, 
2009). The first area of investigation was the understanding of how companies can 
innovate their services and achieve major changes to their offered services. The second 
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area of investigation was how companies enhance and measure the value of their 
services. 
 
The literature review was performed in two steps: exploratory and extended search. In the 
exploratory search an understanding of which research topics that were relevant for this 
study was established, and in the extended search these topics were examined further. 
Bellow follows a detailed description of how the two steps of the literature review were 
performed. 

Exploratory search 
This section will be divided into the two areas of investigation: (1) innovate and create 
major change to services and (2) enhance and measure the value of services. For the 
exploratory search, this study used a combination of both Scopus and Google Scholar, 
since these two search engines complement each other well (Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, 
& Pappas, 2008; Jacsó, 2005).  
 
In order to identify a research topic that could answer to the first are of investigation (1), 
the key words used for the search were: service development, service innovation, 
designing a service, disruptive service development, and disruptive strategy. The results 
from the keyword searches were categorized into the following research topics: disruptive 
innovation, new service development, service innovation, and service design. When 
studying these topics it was concluded that disruptive innovation was the most relevant 
for this study, and this topic was also the most referenced among the identified topics. 
The reason to why the other topics were discarded was that they did not cover how 
companies can radically change their service in order to adapt them to the major change 
that digital disruption will facilitate. 
 
To identify a topic that could answer the second category (2), the keywords used were: 
service value, service value customer perception, measure service, and enhance service. 
From this search only one topic that matched the need of this study was identified, that 
topic was service quality.  

Extended search 
An extended search was performed on the topics, disruptive innovation and service 
quality, identified in the exploratory search. The method for the respective topic will be 
presented below. Generally, the method for the extended search consisted of several 
smaller steps, where new sub-topics were identified and reviewed during the writing of 
the study. In terms of search engines, the extended search also used a combination of 
Scopus and Google Scholar. 
 
The initial search on disruptive innovation identified a large sample of articles, which had 
its origin in the work by Clayton Christensen (1997). As described in the literature 
review, the extensive review of the current literature on disruptive innovation could not 
identify the theories needed to the tool in RQ1. Therefore, the industries that had gone 
through a disruptive change were reviewed. These industries were e.g. low-price point-to-
point airlines, online travel agents, and online education. 
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The keywords for the industry search were: disruptive innovation [industry] and new 
market space [industry]. The searches that included the term disruptive innovation only 
referred to the frameworks introduced by Christensen (2003), which from the previous 
review lacked all of the needed theories. From the searches on new market space a 
framework used for the low-cost point-to-point airline Southwest Airlines was identified. 
This framework, the blue ocean strategy canvas, was a part of concept of blue ocean 
strategy. After the framework was identified an extended literature on the topic of blue 
ocean strategy was conducted. 
 
For the other area of investigation, (2) service quality, a simpler approach was used since 
measuring the value of services is a central part of the service quality theory. What was 
needed for this topic was to get an understanding of the use of service quality in different 
contexts, and therefore the keywords used were: service quality [industry] and service 
quality scales [industry]. From the literature gathered through this search it could be 
found that no existing literature had been written on service quality in the relocation 
context, therefore similar industries had to be used as a basis for this study.  
 
After the literature review had been completed for the two identified topics, blue ocean 
strategy and service quality, were combined in order to build the tool for this study. This 
conceptualization is described in section 2.2.  

Limitations and how they are taken into account 
Two main limitations have been identified with the literature review. The first limitation 
is that the review in this study might not have identified all of the relevant literature. An 
implication of that might be that an existing tool suiting the needs of this study exists, but 
is not identified. In order to avoid this, the literature review tried to encompass a large 
part of the existing discourse on the studied topics.  
 
The second limitation is the credibility of the articles in the literature review. To avoid 
this limitation the literature in this study mainly consists of articles published on peer-
reviewed journals. Another limitation connected to the credibility is the fact that the 
literature review on the concept of blue ocean strategy mainly focused on the publications 
by the two authors that developed the concept. However, this limitation was assessed to 
be small due to the fact that many companies have used the blue ocean strategy concept 
successfully. 

3.2. Method Study 2 
The method description for study 2 will be divided into three sections. Each section will 
begin with a detailed description of the method followed by the limitations with that 
method. The main research question these sections will describe the method for is:  
 
Study 2: RQ2: Does the tool function in the desired way?  

- RQ2i: What results does it generate for a company in the relocation 
industry? 
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Study 2 actually contains two research questions (RQ2i and RQ2ii), but RQ2ii will not be 
covered in the method description since that research question will be answered in section 
5.4. As mentioned above, and seen in Figure 13, the method used to answer RQ2i is 
divided into three steps (one for each pieces of data needed for the SQC): (1) identify 
quality factors, in 3.2.1; (2) determine importance weight, in 3.2.2; and (3) determine 
perceived and expected quality level, in 3.2.3. 
 
Before describing the detailed method and limitations for the three steps, one general 
limitation will be highlighted. This limitation is that customer-facing employees were 
used to perform step 2 and 3, instead of using the actual customers of the relocation 
company. This was done because of time constraints and limited access to the customer 
base of the relocation company, which is due to the nature of the relocation industry; 
customers generally only perform one relocation and the company buying the relocation 
service own the relationship with the relocation company, not the actual customer. 
 
Using customer-facing employees to gain access to customer opinions presents two 
potential limitations: (1) do customer-facing employees know their customers well 
enough to give the same answers and (2) do customer-facing employees represent the 
entire customer population. The first potential limitation has been tested in previous 
studies, comparing employee and customer perceptions in the service sector (Gowan, 
Seymour, Ibarreche, & Lackey, 2001; Sureshchandar, Rajendran, & Anantharaman, 
2002). These studies found that employees had a good understanding of how customers 
perceived the service. 
 

“… it was shown that employee perceptions of service-oriented practices and procedures were 
consistently related to customer perceptions of overall service quality, as well as to customer 
perceptions of specific facets of service.” (Schneider, Parkington, & Buxton, 1980, s. 263)  

 
This indicates that that customer-facing employees are a good representation of 
customers and this limitation is therefore assessed to be small. 
 
In response to the second potential limitation it should be noted that, because of the 
multiple and frequent customers interactions relocation company employees have, a 
sample consisting of a small number of employees will grant access to a large part of the 
entire customer population. If a large portion of the customer-facing employees were 
surveyed, they would represent almost all existing and previous customers, which is more 
than a survey to customers would have managed to capture. Consequently, gathering 
customer opinion data from customer-facing employees provide an equally good or even 
better representation of the customer population than gathering customer opinion data 
directly from customers. 

3.2.1. Identification of Quality Factors 
This section will describe the method used to identify the set of quality factors used to 
represent the service offering for a relocation company. In order to identify the quality 
factors, a literature review of similar industries was performed since no quality scale 
existed for the relocation industry. The section starts with a detailed description of the 
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method, followed by the limitations with the used method and how these limitations were 
taken into account. 

Description of method 
The first step needed to answer RQ2i is to identify the industry specific quality factors for 
the relocation industry. Due to the fact that no quality scale existed for the relocation 
industry, a benchmark of quality factors for similar industries had to be performed. Also, 
since the SQC developed for this study will cover the transition from a traditional to a 
digitized service, and since quality factors generally are divided into p-service and e-
service factors, the literature review for the benchmark had to encompass both of these 
categories.  
 
The selected industries for the search for p-service quality items were: travel agencies, 
tourism, banking, and public agency as well as a general p-service scale. In Table 5 a 
summary of the articles where the p-service quality factors were retrieved can be seen. 
The total the number of potential p-service quality factors identified from these industries 
was 212. 
 

Table 5: Articles with p-service quality factors 

Industry Article where factors were retrieved 
Travel agencies (Caro & García, 2007; Millán & Esteban, 2004) 
Tourism (Atilgan, Akinci, & Aksoy, 2003; Bhat, 2012) 
Banking (Karatepe, Yavas, & Babakus, 2005) 
Public agency (Gowan, Seymour, Ibarreche, & Lackey, 2001) 
General service (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988) 
 
For the identification of e-service quality factors a similar approach was used, and the 
selected industries were: banking, e-travel, government website, and HR service agency 
as well as a general e-service scale. In Table 6 a summary of the articles where the e-
service quality factors were retrieved can be seen. The total the number of potential e-
service quality factors identified from these industries was 161. 
 

Table 6: Articles with e-service quality factors 

Industry Article where factors were retrieved 
Banking (Akinci, Atilgan-Inan, & Aksoy, 2010) 
E-travel (Ho & Lee, 2007) 
Government website (Connolly, Bannister, & Kearney, 2010) 
HR service agency (Lin, Chan, & Tsai, 2009) 
General e-service (Sahadev & Purani, 2008) 
 
The list of quality factors gathered from the literature review of existing quality scales 
was complemented with industry specific quality factors that were developed through 
three brainstorming sessions with employees at a company in the relocation industry. 
From these brainstorming sessions 11 new factors were identified and added to the list of 
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all potential factors. The final list of all potential factors consisted of 384 factors (see 
Appendix E ). 
 
In order to generate a list of the relevant factors form the list including all potential 
factors the process was divided into three steps: (1) remove duplicates and factors not 
relevant to the relocation industry, (2) translate factors to the relocation industry context, 
and (3) select the most relevant factors together with employees of the relocation 
company. An example of a factor not relevant to the relocation industry, removed in the 
first step, is “enough ATMs at the bank office”. The list derived from the first step was 
then translated to a relocation industry context and to the same level of abstraction. The 
number of factors after the second stage was 45. These factors were then reduced to the 
21 most relevant for this study through interviews with employees of the relocation 
company. An example of a factor removed during this step is “employees of the 
relocation company follow up on the delivered service”.  

Figure 14: Process of identifying relevant quality factors 

Limitations and how they are taken into account 
The ideal method would be to use an existing list of factors, developed and tested 
specifically for the relocation industry. Since no existing scale could be found, a review 
of similar industries was used in order to identify relevant factors. The limitation with this 
method is that not all industry specific factors might be identified. To compensate for 
this, two interviews with employees in the relocation industry were held to identify 
factors specific to the relocation industry. 
 
Another limitation is that only the most relevant factors were selected in order to keep the 
survey (section 3.2.3) as short as possible. This could potentially lead to the removal of 
factors that affect the end result of the study. There is also a possibility of bias from the 
authors in the removal process. However, since the final step (what factors are most 
relevant for the study) was performed together with employees of the relocation company 
this bias can be seen as limited. 
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3.2.2. Determining Importance Weights 
This section will describe the method used to obtain the importance weights for the 
quality factors. In order to determine the weights, structured interviews were performed 
where the interviewee was asked to rank each factor on a six-point scale. A more detailed 
description on how the interviews were conducted and how the weight for each factor 
was calculated can be found below. The limitations with the used method are presented 
after the method description. 

Description of method 
The service quality factors identified for this study were ranked against each other 
through a series of structured interviews with the customer-facing employees of a 
relocation company. The structured interview method was chosen because it is the 
preferred method when the interviewees are asked complex questions (Cook & Cripps, 
2005). An alternative to conducting interviews would have been to send out a survey 
asking the respondents to rank the factors against each other. This would likely have 
generated more responses, but the option was reject because of two main reasons: (1) it 
could decreased the reliability of the study since the ranking is complex (see limitation 
discussion below) and (2) the survey would take a long time to complete, which would 
decrease the response rate (Couper, Traugott, & Lamias, 2001). Below follows a detailed 
descriptions of how the guided interviews were developed and conducted. 
 
Firstly, an interview sheet was developed where the list of service quality factors was put 
into a matrix, in which each factor could be assigned an importance rating on a six-point 
scale. Each item was rephrased so that it addressed a relocation service customer (labeled 
assignee). The following example illustrates how the items were rephrased: 
 

Item Description 
Ability to interact with the relocation company through any channel (phone, mail, mobile app, 
web portal etc.) 
 
Importance Rating Statement 
It is important that I (as an assignee) can interact with the relocation company through the 
channel I wish (phone, mail, mobile app, web portal etc.) 

 
The factors were then organized to minimize response bias and the instructions were 
developed to ensure that each interviewee understood the process correctly. The 
instructions asked the customer-facing employee to put him- or herself in the position of 
an average customer and included a simplistic example of how a factor was supposed to 
be ranked. Please refer to the Appendix C for copy of the interview sheet. After the 
interview sheet was develop it was tested through several interviews, where the phrasing 
and general understanding of the interview sheet was tested. The interviewees were asked 
to read through the entire interview sheet and then describe how they interpreted it. If 
their understanding differed from the original intent the interview sheet was updated.  
 
After the interview sheet had been both developed and tested, ten customer-facing 
employees were chosen for interviews based on their gender (40 percent male, 60 percent 
female), age (40 percent <35 y/o, 60 percent >35 y/o), experience within the company 
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(30 percent <2 years, 70 percent >2 years) and diversity of customers. The interviews 
with the ten employees were conducted at the office of the relocation company by two 
interviewers during the timespan of two days.  
 
During the interviews one interviewer went through the interview sheet together with the 
interviewee while the other interviewer took notes and recorded responses. The 
interviews were conducted in the following way: (1) the interviewee was asked to 
carefully read through the instructions; (2) the interviewee was asked to rate the factors, 
starting with the most important factors; (3) after rating the most important factors the 
interviewee was asked to rate the least important factors; and (4) the interviewee was 
asked to rate remaining factors and go through all factors to make sure they are all rated 
against each other. 
 
The reason to why the interviewees were asked to rate the most important and the least 
important factors first is that it gave them a good reference point for the remaining 
factors. The interviewees were also continuously reminded to compare the factors against 
previously rated factors. This was for example done by asking questions like: “I see you 
have rated this item as X, that would mean that it is twice as important as your previously 
rated item Y” or “If the customer could only chose one of these, which would it be?”. 
During the interview the interviewees were also reminded to answer the questions from 
the perspective of an average customer (assignee). This was done by for example asking 
questions like: “Even if X might be important to you, but how much does the assignee 
care about it?” or “Have your assignees brought this up frequently in your 
communication?”. This method of constant feedback during the interview has been 
advocated by studies on interview techniques (Cannell, Miller, & Oksenberg, 2009; Cook 
& Cripps, 2005). 
 
After the interviews were conducted, and the ratings of each factor were gathered, the 
results were summarized and analyze, which is displayed in the section 5.1.2 in the 
results chapter. 

Limitations and how they are taken into account 
The method described above is subject to the following limitations: (1) response bias due 
to the respondents’ willingness to protect their position or the inability to mentally put 
themselves in the position of the customer and (2) difficulty of rating the importance of a 
factor in relation to the other factors. These limitations will be described in further detail 
below. 

Response bias 
The response bias occurs because this study uses customer-facing employees instead of 
customers to rank the importance weight for the quality factors. The first possible 
response bias was the respondents’ willingness to protect their own position, which can 
be seen as an intentional response bias. A hypothetical example highlighting this potential 
bias is: 
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Please indicate your view on how important this factor is 
 
As might be answered directly by an assignee: 

Feature 1 2 3 4 5 6 
It is important for me to have human contact during the 
relocation process 

   x   

 
Possible rational behind answer: “I don’t think human interaction is the most important factor for 
a relocation service.” 
  
As might be answered by a relocation consultant asked to answer as an assignee would have: 

Feature 1 2 3 4 5 6 
It is important for me to have human contact during the 
relocation process 

     x 

 
Possible rational behind answer: “My role at the company is to speak directly with the assignees. 
Therefore, I rate human contact a bit higher than I think the average customer would rate it” 

 
In order to take this limitation into account several control methods were used: (1) the 
factors with the largest potential for response bias were placed in the middle or end of the 
list; (2) in the description of the study neither service quality nor digital transformation 
were mentioned; and (3) structured interviews were used instead of a survey to enable 
better control (Cook & Cripps, 2005). The interviewees were also asked to think out loud 
when ranking the items, making it harder to intentionally answer untruthfully. 
 
The second potential response bias identified was the interviewees’ inability to put 
themselves in the position of the customers. This is an unintentional response bias that 
can be avoided by continuously reminding the interviewees that the questions were 
supposed to be answered from the perspective of the customer. This was done in part by 
actively probing interviewees during the interview (see examples above) and in part by 
phrasing the questions so that the interviewees were reminded that the questions were 
intended to be answered from the perspective of a customer. The phrase “as an assignee” 
was included in each question to remind the interviewees of this.  

Difficulty of rating the relative importance 
In previous literature on quality scales the importance rating has been done by grouping 
the factors into dimensions and then asking the respondent to distribute 100 points 
between the dimensions (usually four to six dimensions). In the context of this study, 
such a method proved inadequate since the tool developed in section 2.2 does not allow 
for factors to be grouped into dimensions. Thus, the 100 points would have to be 
distributed over 21 items. This ranking would become both time consuming and 
complicated, and therefore likely reduce the response rate. 
 
Instead of the 100 point rating system, a six-point semantic differential rating scale was 
chosen (Collis & Hussey, 2009). However, previous research has highlighted a possibility 
that such a scale might produce different results than the 100-point rating system 
(Landrum , Prybutok, Zhang, & Peak, 2009), which would reduce reliability. The reason 
for this discrepancy was found to be that respondents less consistently compared the 
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factors against each other when answering on scale. In order to minimize this limitation, 
and assure that the factors were consistently weighed against each other, the rating was 
done through structured interviews. This was the main reason to the rating being done 
through interviews rather than sending out an electronic survey. 

3.2.3. Determining Perceived and Expected Quality 
This section will describe the method used to determine the perceived and expected 
quality level for the SQC. The method used to obtain the quality levels was a survey (see 
Appendix D for the survey), which was distributed to customer-facing employees at the 
relocation company. The method description consists of two parts: development of 
survey and distribution of survey. After the method description, the limitations with the 
used method and how these limitations are taken into account are presented. 

Description of method 
To collect the perceived and expected quality data, an electronic survey was distributed to 
57 customer-facing employees of a relocation company. Below follows a description of 
the step-by-step approach used to develop and distribute the survey. 
 
The development of the survey for this study can be divided into six steps: (1) rephrase 
factors to perceived and expected statements, (2) translate some statements to negative 
form, (3) reorder the statements, (4) create instructions, (5) test survey on sample 
respondents, and (6) import survey to online survey tool. 
 
The relevant factors, developed in section 3.2.1, were (1) rephrased to perceived and 
expected quality statements, and phrased in such a way that the respondent were 
reminded to answer from the perspective of a customer. The phrasings were done so that 
they matched those of previous studies (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988). An 
example of how a rephrased statement can look is: 
 

Item description 
Customer's ability to interact with the relocation company through any channel (phone, mail, 
mobile app, web portal etc.) 
 
Expectation 
I (as an assignee) should be able to interact with my relocation company through the channel I 
wish (phone, mail, mobile app, web portal etc.) 
 
Perception 
I (as an assignee) can interact with my relocation company through the channel I wish (phone, 
mail, mobile app, web portal etc.) 

 
In order to increase the validity of the survey some of the statements were (2) translated 
to negative form. This is done in order to keep the respondents attentive and to identify 
respondents that are not answering the survey correctly (i.e. are not paying attention to 
the questions asked in the survey). The method of using negative statements has been 
used in several other service quality surveys (Akinci, Atilgan-Inan, & Aksoy, 2010; 
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1988). 
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The questions, i.e. the factors, in the survey were (3) arranged so that the ones with the 
largest risk for response bias (those regarding the performance of the employees) are 
placed in the middle of the survey, in order to increase the validity. The negative 
statements were also placed in the middle to the end of the survey. The least sensitive 
questions, and most easy to understand, were placed in the beginning of the survey. At 
the end of the survey the factors regarding potential future services were placed, since 
they only have expected and no perceived quality. 
 
All perceived and expected statements were followed by a 7-point Likert scale, where the 
respondent had to answer to what degree he or she agreed with the statement, ranging 
from 1 ‘strongly disagree’ to 7 ‘strongly agree’. The use of a 7-point Likert scale is 
motivated by a several of previous studies on service quality (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & 
Berry, 1988; Atilgan, Akinci, & Aksoy, 2003; Ho & Lee, 2007). Having a 7-point scale 
gives the respondents enough options differentiate between the statements and thereby 
give the best results possible, without giving the too many answers to choose from. 
 
For this survey the introduction is very important since the respondents need understand 
the questions in the survey; both the concept of perceived and expected quality and that 
the responses need to be from the perspective of an average customer. To make the 
survey easier to understand the (4) introduction included a hypothetical example with 
prefilled answers, which included the rational behind the answers. This introduction can 
be seen in Appendix D . 
 
After the survey form was produced, (5) two interviews were conducted in order to test 
the respondents understanding of the questions. The interviews were conducted with two 
employees that were part of the sample group that would receive the survey. The 
respondents were asked to read through the instructions thoroughly and explain how they 
would answer the first questions of the survey in order to determine if they understood 
the instructions. After this, they were asked to read through all of the statements in the 
survey to see if they understood them. The survey was then updated based on the 
feedback. The time it took to complete the survey was also tested in this stage, and 
according to the employees at the relocation company the survey should not take longer 
than 15 minutes to complete (the test indicated that the survey would take approximately 
10 minutes to complete). 
 
Once the survey was finalized it was (6) uploaded to an electronic survey tool. The 
survey tool used for this survey was SurveyMonkey, which was the internal tool used at 
the company where the survey was sent out.  
 
For the distribution of the survey a sample group was selected at the relocation company 
the survey was conducted at. The sample group included all customer-facing employees 
in the Americas, Europe and Asia. In total the survey was sent to 80 employees. The 
survey was sent out to the respondents via an email from a member of the management 
team that asked the respondents to take the time to answer the survey. The total number 
of responses was 57, which equals a response rate of 71 percent. 
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Limitations and how they are taken into account 
There are two main limitations with the used method: response bias and response rate. 
The response bias mainly concerns the potential tendency of the respondents to rate their 
own importance higher than it actually is. This could be done in order to protect their own 
position (intentional response bias) and that they have a difficulty in answering the 
questions from the perspective of the customer (unintended response bias). Both of these 
response biases are covered in greater detail in the limitations of section 3.2.2.  
 
In order to minimize the risk of the intentional response bias, the questions with the 
largest risk were put in the middle of the survey (for example “my relocation consultant 
should be friendly”). To decrease the impact of the unintentional response bias the 
instructions included an example of how to answer the questions, and the statements were 
also phrased to remind the respondents to answer them from the perspective of the 
customer. 
 
The limitation with the response rate is that if it is not 100 percent the entire population is 
not represented. To maximize the response rate the survey was made as short as possible 
(below the desired 15 minutes) and was sent out from a member of the management team 
of the relocation company. The response rate for this survey was 71 percent, which can 
be seen as fairly high and therefore said represent to the entire population well. 
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4. Empirical Setting 
In order to test the tool developed in study 1, an empirical setting was needed. Since this 
study will test the tool in the context of the relocation industry, a company within this 
industry was chosen. This company will henceforth be refereed to as Relo Inc. and was 
used to gather the needed customer opinion data. This chapter begins with an overview of 
the relocation industry and then a description of Relo Inc. and its services. The chapter 
will end with a discussion on which other industries that can be seen as similar to the 
relocation industry. 

4.1. Relocation Industry 
As previously mentioned, relocation is the process of moving employees between 
different offices within organizations, and companies can either perform this process in-
house or outsource it to third-party providers. These third-party providers make up the 
relocation industry. This industry has rapidly gained importance as multinational 
companies increase their need to move employees around the world (Mendenhall, 2001). 
 
Most companies in the relocation industry act as agents for different service providers. 
These providers could for example be companies specialized in home search (finding a 
property at the new location) or delivery of household goods (moving companies that 
ship the customers belongings from the home location to the new location). Figure 15 
illustrates this relationship, where the relocation company communicates with the 
different service providers as well as handles the relationship with the customer. Based 
on this structure a relocation company could be illustrated as selling a bundle of services, 
which they in turn purchase from a series of providers. Some relocation companies own 
strategic parts of the service offering (e.g. movement of household goods) in order to 
differentiate themselves and integrate across the value chain.  
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Figure 15: Typical set-up for a relocation company 

 

4.2. An Introduction to Relo Inc. 
This section will present the case company for this study, Relo Inc., by first describing 
the services offered by Relo Inc. and then describing the operations of the company. Relo 
Inc.’s services can be divided into four parts: (1) before relocation (e.g. candidate 
assessment and estimating the total cost of relocation), (2) during relocation (e.g. finding 
a property at the new location and moving of household goods), (3) during expatriate 
(e.g. information about events at the new location) and (4) repatriation (same services as 
during relocation). An overview of Relo Inc.’s services can be found in Figure 16, and a 
more detailed description of some of the offered services can be seen below. 
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Figure 16: Overview of Relo Inc.'s services 

Relo Inc. can, (1) before the relocation, help its customers with candidate assessment. 
This assessment is done by analyzing the demographics and the profile of a candidate (in 
order to find the best cultural fit for a new location), as well as interviewing the candidate 
on topics such as goals and career aspirations. Once a candidate has been selected, Relo 
Inc. can estimate the total cost of the relocation based on e.g. cost of moving, future 
living expenses and tax rates at the new location. 
 
Most of Relo Inc.’s services are provided during the actual relocation. Examples of 
services that are provided (2) during the relocation are: help with solving leasing issues at 
the home location; finding a new lease at the new location; language training; finding 
new schools for children; work visa and immigration; and spousal support. The amount 
of services used by each customer varies depending on the type of relocation and how 
senior the person relocating is (more senior staff are usually allowed to purchase more 
services by their company). 
 
Relo Inc. also provides customers with services (3) during the expatriate, i.e. during the 
stay at the new location. These services are not used by all customers, but examples of 
services are: help with renewing the lease of the new or the old property and a local 
contact person at the new location where the customer can get information about 
upcoming events at the location. Once the assignment is over, after a period of up to five 
years, Relo Inc. offers (4) repatriation services. These services are similar to the services 
offered during the relocation and include moving of the household goods or finding 
schools for the customer’s kids at the home location. 
 
As for the operations of Relo Inc., the most important aspect is information exchange. As 
illustrated in Figure 15, the relocation company handles the communication between its 
customers and the service providers (such as home search firms). In the case of Relo Inc., 
a “relocation consultant” handles that communication. The consultant is assigned to a 
customer and acts as a point of contact during the entire relocation process. 
 
Even tough the relocation consultant still is in the center of the operations at Relo Inc., 
the company has started to introduce digital solutions (as a response to the digital 
disruption described in this study). These digital solutions are for example a web-portal 
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and a mobile app, where the customer can manage parts of the relocation services. The 
way these digital solutions were developed was through customer advisory boards and 
predictions by the management team (described in section 1.1.3). Although Relo Inc. has 
started to develop some digital solutions, they have not rolled them out to all customers 
and they are still unsure of which solutions the customers want to have. 

4.3. Industries Similar to the Relocation Industry 
The relocation industry is a relatively small industry. Consequently, there is a limited 
amount of research on service development in the relocation context. It is therefore 
necessary to examine similar industries to get an understanding on how services should 
be improved. Since the services offered by relocation companies are diverse, it is difficult 
to find a similar industry that covers all parts of the service. This study instead considers 
several different industries that represent different parts of the relocation industry. The 
relocation industry can also be seen as an industry offering a bundle of services, which 
are collected and offered to the customer as package. 
 
Examples of industries that are similar to the relocation industry are: travel, tourism, 
banking, government services, and HR services. Some of these industries have already 
gone through a digitization, and in those cases both the traditional and the digitized 
service can be used as a reference for digital transformations in the relocation industry.  
 
The travel industry can for example be compared with the booking of flight tickets and 
arrangement of household goods movement in the relocation industry. For the tourism 
industry the similarity to the relocation industry is the information given to the customer 
about e.g. schools, leisure activities and recreational sights at the new location. Banking 
and government services are industries similar to relocation industry since these services 
also are a bundle of different services. HR services can be compared to the candidate 
assessment and cost estimated for the relocation. Thus, borrowing previous research from 
these industries can provide a basis for analyzing the relocation industry. 
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5. Empirical Analysis 
The purpose of this study was to develop a tool that shows relocation companies how to 
digitally transform their services. This purpose is fulfilled by two studies. Study 1 
developed this tool and study 2 tests this tool in an empirical setting. The completion of 
study 1 resulted in the creation of the Service Quality Canvas, presented previously. The 
results of study 2 will be described in this chapter. The data, results and analysis 
presented in this chapter are based on the empirical setting. The company under study is 
Relo Inc. 
 
Completing study 2 means answering its two questions: 
 
Study 2: RQ2: Does the tool function in the desired way?  

- RQ2i: What results does it generate for a company in the relocation 
industry? 
- RQ2ii: Do the results of the tool indicate that it is valid? 

 
RQ2i is answered in the two coming sections where, first, the data needed for the SQC is 
presented in section 5.1 and, second, the SQC is analyzed to produce the Service 
Improvement Roadmap in section 5.2. After presenting the roadmap the following section 
(5.3) shows some short and inconclusive examples how this tool can be used in practice 
(not part of the academic contribution of this study). Reading through these three 
sections, please refer to the to the practical guide of how to use the SQC, presented earlier 
(section 2.2.3) and displayed below. Note how the five steps of this guide correspond to 
the headings in the coming three sections, which illustrates its usefulness.  
 
 
 

 

Figure 17: Practical guide of how to use the SQC, including section reference 

Finally, the second research question of study 2, RQ2ii, will be answered in the last 
section of this chapter, section 5.4, where the SQC will be evaluated based on its results 
and the experience of using it. 

5. Identify technical solutions that match the strategic direction of service 
quality improvement 

4. Categorize factors according to their opportunity of service quality 
improvement 

3. Draw percieved/expected quality curve over all factors and calculate the 
quality level 

2. Assign weights to quality factors 

1. Identify quality factors Section 5.1.1. 

Section 5.1.2. 

Section 5.1.3. 

Section 5.2. 

Section 5.3 

Practical Guide of How to Use the SQC Section 
Reference 
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5.1. Relo Inc.’s Service Quality Canvas 
This section presents the Service Quality Canvas of Relo Inc. Following the method 
described in section 3.2, data was collected from Relo Inc.’s customer-facing employees, 
resulting in the following SQC6. 

 
 

 

Figure 18: The Service Quality Canvas of Relo Inc. 

The SQC above is constructed from three pieces of data: the quality factors for Relo 
Inc.’s service, the importance weights of these factors, and the perceived and expected 
quality levels of these factors. These data points are presented sequentially below in 
sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. Finally, in section 5.1.4, this data is analyzed in search of 
insightful observations or correlations in the data. 

5.1.1. Identified Quality Factors 
In order to answer the first research question, a large sample of quality factors was 
selected using factors from similar industries. From the initial number of 384 factors (see 
Appendix E ), 21 factors were selected based on their relevance for this study. The 
selected factors can be seen in Table 7, where the factor titles (used to reference to the 
factors in the text) and factor descriptions are presented. 
 
  

                                                
6 For a description of the factors, please see  
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Table 7: Quality factors for Relo Inc.’s service  

Factor Title Factor Description 
F1 Error-free service Relocation services delivered without errors or incidents 
F2 Multi-channel interaction Customers’ ability to interact with the relocation company 

through any channel (phone, mail, mobile app, web portal etc.) 
F3 Crucial info., right time Crucial relocation information (flight times, shipment pick-up 

etc.) delivered at the most suitable time for the customer 
F4 Non-crucial info., right time Non-crucial relocation information ((nearby leisure possibilities, 

recreation sites etc.) delivered at the most suitable time for the 
customer 

F5 Quick info. access Customers’ ability to access information quickly 
F6 Company trust Customers trust for the relocation company and its employees 
F7 Quick response to requests Quick response to customer requests or complaints 
F8 Consultants good 
communication skills 

Consultants' communication skills (written & verbal) 

F9 Knowledgeable consultants Consultants knowledgeable about the delivered services 
F10 Predict relo. experience before 
asking 

Company's ability to predict relocation experience before 
customers ask for it 

F11 Contact company any time Customer's ability to contact the relocation company at any time 
F12 Attentive to customer needs Attentiveness to customer specific needs and delivery on best 

interest of customer 
F13 Sincere interest from 
consultants 

Sincere interest from consultant to solve customer problems 

F14 Friendly consultants Friendliness of consultant 
F15 Customize service package Customers’ ability to freely customize its service package (e.g. 

change one service for another of equal cost) 
F16 Educate on service Education of customers on how to use the services to the full 

extent 
F17 Know where to find info. Customers know where to find the information they need 

(phone, mail, mobile app, web portal etc.) 
F18 Personalized interfaces Personalized interfaces for the customers 
F19 Share info. with family/friends Relocation company enables customers to communicate 

information about my relocation (images of potential new 
homes, new address, shipment schedules etc.) to friends and 
family  

F20 Exchange info. with other 
customers 

Relocation company enables customers to exchange destination 
specific information (good schools, cultural adaption etc.) with 
other customers 

F21 Track service delivery Customers’ ability to track the delivery and progress of their 
relocation 

 

5.1.2. Importance Weight 
In order to assign weights to each factor, i.e. find out how important they are in relation 
to each other, 10 interviews were conducted. The interviewees were asked to score the 
importance of the 21 items on a scale of 1 (least important) to 6 (most important). They 
were asked to rate them against each other (see a more detailed description in method 
section 3.2.2) and in order to assign the weight to each factor the average ranking score 
(1-6) was calculated. Based on the average ranking score, the importance weight for each 
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factor is the percent of the total average ranking scores. The average ranking score and 
the weight for each factor can be found in Table 8. 
 

Table 8: Importance weight for Relo Inc.'s quality factors 

Item Title Ranking Score Weight 
F1 Error-free service 4,50 4,8% 
F2 Multi-channel interaction 5,13 5,4% 
F3 Crucial info., right time 5,25 5,6% 
F4 Non-crucial info., right time 2,38 2,5% 
F5 Quick info. access 4,75 5,0% 
F6 Company trust 5,50 5,8% 
F7 Quick response to requests 5,25 5,6% 
F8 Consultants good communication skills 5,00 5,3% 
F9 Knowledgeable consultants 5,13 5,4% 
F10 Predict relo. experience before asking 4,00 4,2% 
F11 Contact company any time 4,75 5,0% 
F12 Attentive to customer needs 5,75 6,1% 
F13 Sincere interest from consultants 5,25 5,6% 
F14 Friendly consultants 4,38 4,6% 
F15 Customize service package 4,38 4,6% 
F16 Educate on service 3,88 4,1% 
F17 Know where to find info. 5,00 5,3% 
F18 Personalized interfaces 3,63 3,8% 
F19 Share info. with family/friends 2,63 2,8% 
F20 Exchange info. with other customers 3,00 3,2% 
F21 Track service delivery 5,00 5,3% 
Total 94,50 100,0% 
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The importance weight highlights the difference in importance between the factors. In 
Figure 19 the factors are displayed in descending order of importance weight. 

 
Figure 19: Factors in descending order of importance weight 

5.1.3. Quality Assessment 
In order to assess the service quality of the existing service offering the quality level for 
each factor needs to be calculated. To calculate the quality level, both the perceived and 
expected level of quality for each quality factor is needed. A survey was sent out to 80 
customer-facing employees at Relo Inc., in which they were asked to score on what 
quality level they thought that Relo Inc.’s customers expect and perceive each of the 
factors. The perceived and expected quality level was scored on a 7-point Likert scale 
where 1 indicated strongly disagree and 7 strongly agree. 
 
The survey had 55 respondents, which equals a response rate of 71 percent. In terms of 
who responded to the survey, the geographic distribution of the respondents was: Europe 
(19), Asia (15) and Americas (21). The geographic distribution of the answers would 
indicate that the results could be generalized to all of these geographies (i.e. the 
geographies that Relo Inc. operates in). In Table 9 the average perceived and expected 
quality score for each factor is displayed, as well as the calculated quality level 
(calculated according to Equation 1). The quality level score of the negatively phrased 
items in the survey were converted to positive values in order to make the comparison 
between factors easier. 
 

Table 9: Quality level, perceived and expected quality scores for Relo Inc. 

Item Expected Quality 
Score 

Perceived Quality 
Score 

Quality Level  

F1 6,25 5,04 -1,22 
F2 6,36 5,41 -0,96 
F3 6,19 5,17 -1,02 
F4 5,20 4,69 -0,51 
F5 4,95 3,70 -1,25 
F6 5,45 4,79 -0,66 
F7 5,37 4,62 -0,75 
F8 6,61 5,98 -0,63 
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F9 6,67 5,89 -0,78 
F10 5,28 4,88 -0,40 
F11 5,39 4,60 -0,79 
F12 6,43 5,79 -0,64 
F13 6,54 6,09 -0,44 
F14 6,39 6,38 -0,01 
F15 4,44 2,69 -1,76 
F16 4,85 4,26 -0,59 
F17 4,39 3,98 -0,41 
F18 5,50 N/A N/A 
F19 4,74 N/A N/A 
F20 5,02 N/A N/A 
F21 6,63 N/A N/A 

 
The factors with the lowest quality level are: F15 Customize service package (-1,76), F5 
Quick info. access (-1,25), F1 Error-free service (-1,22), F3 Crucial info. right time (-
1,02), and F2 Multi-channel interaction (-0,96). These factors have the highest 
improvement potential in terms of quality level, but the weight of each factor needs to be 
taken into account in order to determine the highest quality contribution improvement.  
 
The factors with the highest quality (i.e. least negative quality level in this case) are: F14 
Friendly consultants (-0,01), F10 Predict relo. experience before asking (-0,40), F17 
Know where to find info (-0,41), and F13 Sincere interest from consultants (-0,44). These 
factors have the less improvement opportunity compared to the factors with the lowest 
quality level, but as previously mentioned the importance weight of each factor also 
needs to be considered. 
 
For the new factors (F18-21) there are no perceived quality levels. This is because these 
factors are associated with parts of Relo Inc.’s service that did not yet exist when the 
survey was sent out, but were interesting for the future. For these factors the respondents 
were asked to score what they thought the customers would expect from such a factor. 
Since the factors have no perceived quality levels their quality level scores cannot be 
calculated. The process for determining which of these factors that might bring the largest 
quality improvement is more complex and will be described in section 5.2.1. The next 
section will summarize and analyze the data presented above. 

5.1.4. Analysis of Service Quality Canvas Data 
Combining the three data pieces described above produced the Service Quality Canvas 
for Relo Inc., which is displayed again below in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: The Service Quality Canvas of Relo Inc. 

From the SQC above, it is visible that the expected quality curve is above the perceived 
quality curve for all factors (for factor 14 the expected and perceived quality level is 
almost the same), producing a negative quality level across all factors. In other words, 
customer expectations are never met for Relo Inc.’s service. Even if the total quality was 
negative it does not necessarily indicate that Relo Inc. is performing poorly, rather it 
could indicate that the relocation industry in general have a low quality level. As long as 
the competitors are not delivering a higher quality service, Relo Inc. could still be 
successful. However, the negative quality indicates that there is high potential of 
improvement for Relo Inc.’s service offering. 
 
A reason to why the quality level is negative is that the expected quality is relatively high 
for most of the quality factors. The average expected quality level for the factors is 5,65. 
Interviews with Relo Inc. employees confirm the fact that the customers have high 
expectations on the services (Relocation Consultants, 2014). One of the mentioned 
reasons was that relocation is a very important event in a person’s life and customers 
therefore expect everything to work perfectly. However, relocation is a complex process 
therefore this is often not the case, there are always some issues or errors during 
relocation, and customers end up disappointed. The potential implications of the high 
expectations of relocation customers are further discussed in section 6.1.1, Managerial 
Implications.  
 
Further, it is important to check if there is a correlation in the importance weight and 
quality data. If such a correlation would be found there would be reason to worry that the 
respondents view of the importance of factors was confused with their view of perceived 
and expected quality, which would damage the validity of the study. Plotting the 
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weighted importance against the perceived and expected quality curves of the SQC above 
shows no correlation. Consequently, there is no reason to believe that the data is invalid 
due to misinterpretation of the concepts. The correlation graphs are displayed in 
Appendix B . 

5.2. Relo Inc.’s Strategic Direction of Service Development 
This section will present the analysis of the SQC presented in the previous section. The 
analysis was conducted in order to find a strategic direction of service development for 
Relo Inc.’s digital transformation, i.e. the largest and smallest opportunities of service 
improvement when digitally transforming their services. First, the analysis of the Service 
Quality Canvas will be presented and, second, the strategic direction will be summarized 
into a Service Improvement Roadmap.  

5.2.1. Analysis the Service Quality Canvas 
In order to analyze the SQC the quality factors can be categorized into three groups 
(factors to): (1) emphasize, (2) make irrelevant, or (3) add to the service. In order to 
categorize the factors, the existing factors and the potential new factors were analyzed 
separately. The first section below will show how the existing factors were categorized 
(17 factors). The second section will show how it was done for the new factors (4 
factors). 

Existing factors 
The existing factors could be categorized into: (1) factors to emphasize or (2) factors to 
make irrelevant. As stated in section 2.2.2, the metrics used to categorize these factors 
are: importance weight, quality level and expected quality level. Factors with high 
importance weight, low quality level and low expected quality level are categorized as 
group 1 (emphasize) and factors with low importance weight, high quality level and high 
expected quality are categorized as, group 2 (make irrelevant). The categorization was 
conducted in two steps. First, the factors were ranked on their importance weight and 
quality level and, second, the expected quality level was studied.  
 
In order to rank the factors on both importance weight and quality level, a new metric 
was used: weighted quality level. This metric can be deducted from Equation 2 and is 
simply the importance weight (w) of a factor (i) times the quality level (Q) of that factor. 
It essentially represents the quality contribution of a factor. 
 

𝑸𝒘,𝒊 = 𝑸𝒘 ∙𝒘 

Equation 4: Calculation of weighted quality level 

All factors were sorted on their weighted quality level, and in can in Figure 21 be seen 
sorted in a descending order. Studying this figure, remember that a very low value (well 
below zero) indicates high potential for quality improvement while a higher value (close 
to zero) indicates a low potential for quality improvement. 
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Figure 21: Weighted quality levels of the factors 

In order to distinguish between the factors with “high” weighted quality levels and those 
with “low”, a limit of accumulated weighted quality level was chosen to 70 percent of the 
total. This is to say that the factors categorized with a large gap between perceived and 
expected quality (illustrated as black bars in the figure) together accounted for slightly 
less than 70 percent of the total quality level over all factors. This limit divides the 17 
factors into two groups of similar size, 9 and 8 factors. 
 
The 70 percent limit categorized the following eight factors as high weighted quality 
level factors: “F15 Customize service package”, “F5 Quick info access”, “F1 Error-free 
service”, “F3 Crucial info, right time”, “F2 Multi-channel interaction”, “F9 
Knowledgeable consultants”, “F7 Quick response to requests” and “F11 Contact 
company any time”. These were the factors that would be worth emphasizing, given that 
it is feasible to meet or exceed the expectation customers have. The rest of the factors, 
conversely, indicate areas of the service less worth developing in terms of quality 
improvement. These nine factors are: “F12 Attentive to customer needs”, “F6 Company 
trust”, “F8 Consultants good communication skills”, “F13 Sincere interest from 
consultants”, “F16 Educate on service”, “F17 Know where to fins info.”, “F10 Predict 
relocation experience before asking”, “F4 Non-crucial info at the right time” and “F14 
Friendly consultants”.  
 
Having categorized the factors according to their weighted quality level, the next step 
was to investigate how feasible it is to close these quality level gaps. With the help of the 
Service Quality Canvas, the feasibility can be studied by looking at how easy it is to meet 
the customer’s expectations for each factor (see section 2.2 for a detailed description), 
which depends on how high the customers’ expectations are. If customers have low 
expectations for the quality of a factor, it is easy to meet or exceed these expectations and 
improve the quality of that factor by quite a bit. Conversely, if customers have high 
expectations these will be rather difficult to meet. Consequently, the highest opportunity 
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of quality improvement is found for the factors that, not only have a high weighted 
quality level, but that also have low customer expectations. These were categorized as 
factors to emphasize.  
 
The factors with the lowest opportunity of improvement were those that had low 
weighted quality levels and high expectations. These were categorized as factors to make 
irrelevant. The factors of the two groups were identified using the SQC displayed below. 
The graph orders the factors in the same way as in Figure 21, i.e. with the highest 
weighted quality level score in the beginning. The top eight quality factors (with the 
highest weighted quality level score) are displayed to the left of the dotted line, while the 
bottom nine are displayed to the right of the dotted line. Further the factors with the 
lowest and the highest expectations of quality are circled. These are the factors 
categorized as factors to emphasize and make irrelevant respectively. 

 
 

 

Figure 22: Service Quality Canvas for Relo Inc.  

In order to distinguish between factors with “high” expectations and those with “low”, 
cut-off points were chosen. Factors with expectations higher than 6.3 were classified as 
“high” and factors with expectations lower than 5.4 were classified as “low”. These cut-
off points were not selected in a standardized fashion, as there is no such method 
available, but chosen arbitrary. The cut-off points will vary depending on the industry 
under study, making standardization difficult. 
 
Within the group of factors with low expectations, four factors did not have a high 
weighted quality score (“F16 Educate on service”, “F17 Know where to find info”, “F10 
Predict relo. experience before asking” and “F4 Non crucial info. at the right time” ). 
Since the most promising factors for service improvement should have both low 
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expectations and high weighted quality score, these were disregarded. Consequently the 
following list of factors with high potential of service improvement, i.e. factors to 
emphasize was obtained: 
 

1. F15 Customize service package  
2. F5 Quick info access 
3. F7 Quick response to request 
4. F11 Contact company at any time 

 
Within the group of factors with high expectations, two factors did not have low weighted 
quality scores (“F9 Knowledgeable consultants” and “F2 Multi channel interaction”). 
Again, since the non-promising factors should have both high expectations and low 
weighted quality score, these factors were disregarded. This left the following list of 
factors with low potential of service improvement, i.e. factors to make irrelevant: 
 

1. F12 Attentive to customer needs 
2. F8 Consultants good communication skills  
3. F13 Sincere interest from consultants  
4. F14 Friendly consultants 

 
With this, the existing factors had been analyzed and the factors to emphasize and factors 
to make irrelevant have been identified. 

New quality factors 
The new factors were evaluated differently than the existing ones. Since the customers 
had not yet experienced the new factors, no perceived quality data could be collected7 and 
there no weighted quality level could be calculated. Consequently, instead of comparing 
factors on weighted quality level and expected quality, the new factors were compared on 
importance weight and expected quality only. Looking at the weight and not the weighted 
quality level produces indicative results at best and the conclusions should therefore be 
seen as indicative. The following graphs illustrate the importance weight and the 
expected quality level of the new factors. 

                                                
7 Such data could potentially have been collected using focus groups, where participants could experience 
prototypes of potential future services. From this, there perceptions could be measured. Due to time 
constraints, no such method could be used in this study. 
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Figure 23: Importance weight for Relo Inc.’s new quality factors. 

 
Figure 24: Service Quality Canvas for Relo. Inc.’s new quality factors 

As Figure 23 above illustrate, “F21 Track service delivery” was the most important 
factor, followed by “F18 Personalized interfaces”, “F20 Exchange info. with other 
customers”, and “F19 Share info. with family and friends”. The difference in importance 
weight between F18, F20, and F19 was quite small, indicating that they are of similar 
importance to the customer. Based on this, F21 is the factor with the highest potential 
since it has the highest importance weight. 
 
When studying the excepted level of quality, Figure 24, the new factors followed the 
same order as with the importance weight. This means that it will be hardest to meet the 
customers’ expectations on F21 and easiest on F19. In other words, the potential for 
improvement is largest for F19 and lowest for F21. This is the exact opposite order 
compared to the importance weight order, deducted above. With the two methods of 
categorization producing opposite results, no conclusions could be drawn concerning how 
promising the factors were in relation to each other.  
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The SQC does not provide any insight into which of the two methods is more determinant 
than the other in situations of opposition. Thus, none of these for factors can be 
distinguished as more or less promising than the other new factors. However, the graphs 
above show that all new factors have acceptable levels of expected quality an importance 
weights. Based on this analysis it was concluded that all four new factors should be 
investigated further. Therefore the four new quality factors was categorized as add to 
service: 
 

1. F21 Track service delivery 
2. F18 Personalized interfaces 
3. F20 Exchange info. with other customers 
4. F19 Share info. with family and friends 

 

5.2.2. Creating a New Strategic Direction 
In the analysis of the SQC, the quality factors were categorized in three groups based on 
their potential for future service quality improvement: emphasize, high potential; make 
irrelevant, low potential; and add to service, high potential). These three groups were then 
put together to form the Service Improvement Roadmap, illustrated in Figure 25. This 
roadmap will show Relo Inc. how to digitally transform their services. 
 

 
Service Improvement Roadmap 

 

Existing Service 

1. Emphasize 2. Make Irrelevant 

RQ2i answered:  
The Service Quality Canvas for Relo Inc. is presented in Figure 20. Below follows a 
description of how Relo Inc. should digitally transform their services, i.e. the 
largest/smallest opportunities of service improvement. 
 
The largest opportunities of service improvement are: 
• Existing factors: F15 Customize service package, F5 Quick info access, F7 Quick 

response to request, and F11 Contact company at any time 
• New factors: F21 Track service delivery, F18 Personalized interfaces, F20 

Exchange info. with other customers, and F19 Share info. with family and friends 
 
The smallest opportunities of service improvement are: 
• F12 Attentive to customer needs, F8 Consultants good communication skills, F13 

Sincere interest from consultants, and F14 Friendly consultants 
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Figure 25: The Service Improvement Roadmap for Relo Inc. 

The general trend highlighted by the Service Improvement Roadmap above is that Relo 
Inc.’s customer experience is best improved by more efficient information exchange, not 
by better human interaction. This is the direction in which Relo Inc. should digitally 
transform their service, according to the results of this study. 
 
An interesting observation from the roadmap in Figure 25 is that the factors that should 
be added to the service can be seen as substitutes to the factors that should be made 
irrelevant. All the factors to be made irrelevant share a common theme, human 
interaction, while the factors to be added to the service all refer to elements of enabling 
the customers to perform the service themselves. For example, instead of calling a Relo 
Inc. employee to get the latest update on when a shipment will be arriving, they can use a 
Track Service Delivery application on their mobile device or computer. In this regard, the 
new factors with high potential act as substitutes to the older low potential factors. This 
will facilitate the process of transferring customer focus from the former category to the 
latter and truly make the unpromising factors irrelevant in the evaluation of the service. 
 
In an effort to test the effectiveness of the strategy illustrated above, it can be evaluated 
against the three characteristics of an effective strategy (described in study 1): focus, 
divergence, and compelling tagline. The strategic direction that could be derived from the 
roadmap above scores high on focus, since the factors to be emphasized or added share 
the theme of improving the information exchange between Relo Inc. and its customers. 
That is, information should always be quick and easy to access and customers would be 
able to access more types of information than today. 
 

Customize service package Attentive to customer needs 

Quick info. access Consultants good communication skills 

Quick response to requests Sincere interest from consultants 

Contact company at any time Friendly consultants 

Future Service 

3. Add to Service 

Track service delivery 

Personalized interfaces 

Exchange info. with other customers 

Share info. with family and friends 
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The divergence of the potential strategic direction would be high since Relo Inc. would 
lower its focus on human interaction with the customers (which is a central part of the 
service offering in the relocation industry today). This would make Relo Inc. unique in 
the eyes of the customer and thereby create a blue ocean. Finally, the strategic direction 
could easily be summarized into a compelling tagline, for example: 
 

“Your personal relocation, whenever and wherever you want it!” 
 
In order illustrate how this new strategic direction of service improvement might affect 
Relo Inc.’s service quality, a hypothetical new perceived quality curve could be drawn in 
the SQC. The new perceived quality curve would illustrate how the customers perceive 
Relo Inc.’s future service, if Relo Inc. follows the strategic direction for the roadmap. The 
new service would maximize the service quality for Relo Inc.’s service. 

 

Figure 26 below, plots this hypothetical future perceived quality curve along with today’s 
perceived quality curve and the expected quality curve. Please note how the importance 
weights change for the new service, since the customers’ view on the importance of 
quality factors continuously change. In this process, the goal of the service provider is to 
make sure that the customers move towards valuing the importance of the factors in the 
“Add to service” category of the roadmap higher than the factors in the “Make Irrelevant” 
category. The factors with new importance weights are highlighted in the figure. 

 
 

 

Figure 26: Service Quality Canvas for Relo Inc.’s potential future service 
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For new quality curve, the quality factors categorized as “Emphasize” in the roadmap 
(F15, F5, F7, and F11) now have a perceived quality that match their expected quality. In 
other words, customers’ expectations on these factors are met. Because of the high 
importance weight of these factors, this quality level improvement has a great effect on 
overall service quality. The factors categorized as “Make Irrelevant” (F12, F8, F13, and 
F14) now have lower perceived quality, but also lower importance. Therefore, the 
negative effect on overall quality is minimized.  
 
The quality factors categorized as “Add to Service” (F21, F18, F20, and F19) have a 
perceived quality above expectations and have gained in importance. In other words, 
Relo Inc. is delivering a very qualitative experience on these factors and the customers 
think the importance of these factors is higher. The importance that customers previously 
attributed to factors within the “Make Irrelevant” category is now moved to factors in the 
“Add to Service” category. This is possible because the factors in the latter category act 
as substitutes to factors in the former. Thus, customer focus is transferred to factors with 
high potential away from factors where Relo Inc. cannot deliver, maximizing the quality 
the customer experiences.  
 
The new quality curve in Figure 26 represent an ideal service from a quality improvement 
perspective, but in reality such ideal targets are seldom met to the full extent and 
compromises have to be made. The following section will, in a concrete way, show how 
Relo Inc. can use the strategic roadmap to choose between digital solutions. 

5.3. Potential Service Development Initiatives for Relo Inc. 
This section will describe how the Service Improvement Roadmap developed in the 
previous section could help Relo Inc. to implement concrete digital solutions and start 
realizing a digital transformation. The description of the use of the roadmap is not a part 
of this study’s purpose, but in order to illustrate the use of the developed tool, the SQC, a 
few examples of how it could be used in the case of Relo Inc. will be presented. The 
analysis presented below illustrates how the tool could be used in the next step of the 
service development process and is not part of this study’s main contribution. 
 
The roadmap can be used in two ways. One option is to develop a digital solution from 
the basis of the roadmap, i.e. develop a service from scratch that will maximize the 
service quality. This would likely be time consuming and require the technical skills to 
develop a solution from scratch. The upside is that the finished solution would perfectly 
match what customers want at that point in time. Another option is to compare the 
Service Improvement Roadmap with existing digital solutions and categorize them 
according to how well they satisfy the strategy of the roadmap. This section will provide 
an example from Relo Inc. of how this could be done. 
 
Based on interviews with Relo Inc.’s IT management (Relocation Managers, 2014), four 
potential digital solution were chosen for evaluation. These solutions were all initiatives 
that Relo Inc. was considering to implement. Some solutions are more concrete than 
others, but all of them can be evaluated using the roadmap. The potential solutions were: 
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1. Further develop the mobile application (increased functionality and enhanced user 
experience) 

2. Move towards a self-service model 
3. Build an online relocation community accessible to the customers 
4. Enable customers to contact the company via video link 

 
These four potential solutions were all evaluated against the roadmap. The evaluation for 
each solution is described below. 

5.3.1. Mobile Application 
The mobile application would provide customers with instant, up-to-date information 
concerning their relocation as well as allow the assignee to input information (e.g. 
confirmation of shipping dates, payment details or preferred living arrangements). The 
app would push information out to the assignees through pings and provide answers to 
simple questions. In addition, it would enhance the user experience by being personalized 
to each individual user. Looking at the Service Improvement Roadmap for Relo Inc., 
such a technological solution would satisfy three of the four quality factors that should be 
emphasized (F5 Quick info access, F15 Customized service Package and F11 Contact 
company at any time). Simultaneously, it would satisfy at least one of the “Add to 
service” factors (“F18 Personalized interfaces”), possibly even more factors depending on 
the functionality of the application. Consequently developing an interactive mobile 
application seems to be a very efficient way to digitally transform Relo Inc.’s service.  

5.3.2. Self-Service Model 
To increased focus on a self-service model would mean letting the customer perform 
more of the tasks related to their relocation themselves. This is a very broad initiative that 
could materialize in many different ways. However, assuming self-service would be 
enhanced by having the customer perform more tasks via a mobile app or a web portal 
rather than interacting with the relocation consultant, such an initiative would be in line 
with the roadmap. First, it moves the service away from human interaction and does not 
focus on the “Make Irrelevant” category of the roadmap. Second, the self-service 
successfully focuses on the “Emphasize” category. Having the customers do more of the 
tasks themselves requires Relo Inc. to allow them more direct access to more information 
that is up to date and always available, which would satisfy “F11 Contact Company at 
any time” and “F5 Quick info access”. Furthermore, providing the customers with more 
control allow them to take action on their specific relocation requests by their own, which 
would satisfy “F7 Quick response to requests”. No factors in the “Add to service” 
category would be satisfied. In summary, a self-service model would be well in line with 
the Service Improvement Roadmap. 

5.3.3. Online Relocation Community 
Another potential solution is an online community that would allow users of Relo Inc.’s 
relocation service to share relocation related information (schools, restaurant 
recommendations, and cultural adaption advice etc.) with each other. It might be linked to 
an exiting social network or it might stand on its own. Such a community would not 
satisfy the factors in the “Emphasize” category, but would realize one of the factors in the 
“Add to Service” category, F20. Further it will move the service away from the factors in 
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the “Make Irrelevant” category. These factors are all built around personal interaction 
between customers and Relo Inc. employees. An online relocation community would 
allow customers to get much of the help they would get from their relocation consultants 
from other customers instead, making some of the interaction with the relocation 
consultant irrelevant to the service. Consequently, an online relocation community would 
be in line with the Service Quality Roadmap. 

5.3.4. Contact Via Video Link 
Enabling the customers to contact the relocation consultants via video link would allow 
the assignees to get a more intimate and personal relationship with the person in charge of 
their move. It would also help consultants to better communicate important information 
and get to know their customers. Looking at this digital solution from the perspective of 
the Service Improvement Roadmap makes clear that the solution is not in line with the 
type of service improvement Relo Inc. should be looking to make. It does not satisfy any 
of the quality factors that Relo Inc. should emphasize or add. Rather, it satisfies three of 
the four factors that Relo Inc. is advised to make irrelevant (F14 Friendly consultants, 
F13 Sincere interest from consultants, F8 Consultants good communications skills). 
Consequently, even if video conferencing might increase the quality of Relo Inc.’s 
service to some extent, it is not the most efficient way to increase overall service quality. 
 
The table below summarizes the evaluation of the four digital solutions described above. 
Each solution is mapped against the factors in the three categories of the Service Quality 
Roadmap: (1) Emphasize, (2) Make Irrelevant and (3) Add to Service. If it satisfies a 
factor in the first or the third category it is in line with the strategic direction developed 
by this study and receives a “+”. If it satisfies a factor in the second category it is not in 
line with the strategic direction and receives a “-”. 
 

Table 10: Evaluation using the roadmap for four potential digital solutions 

Solution SQC Evaluation (factors to:) Cost Feasibility 
 Emphasize Make 

Irrelevant 
Add to 
Service 

  

Mobile App. + + +   ? ? 
Self service 
model + + +   ? ? 

Online 
community   + ? ? 

Video 
conferencing  - - -  ? ? 

 
From the table above, it is evident that the two most promising digital solutions from the 
perspective of the roadmap are further developing the mobile application and 
implementing a self-service model to a larger extent. 
 
However, before deciding on a new digital solution the cost of implementing and 
operating a technology as well as the feasibility of operating the solution need to be 
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considered (as mentioned in the delimitations, section 1.4). These two factors are 
included in the Table 10 above to illustrate their importance. As mentioned previously, 
this study has chosen to only consider service quality, ignoring these two other main 
factors. These two factors of course have to be included in a full evaluation of a digital 
transformation. 

5.4. Validation of the Service Quality Canvas 
The validation of the tool developed in this study, the Service Quality Canvas, will be 
divided into two parts: validation of its results and validation of its usage. The SQC is the 
key academic contribution of this study. Hence, the validation of the SQC is central to the 
validity of the study as a whole. 

Validation of results 
The results from the SQC indicate that Relo Inc. should emphasize focus on efficient 
information exchange, and make human interaction less relevant in the service offering. 
These results are confirmed both by the strategic view of Relo Inc.’s managers and by 
previous academic research. 
 
First, through four interviews with managers at Relo Inc., the current strategic direction 
for the digital transformation of the company was established. This strategic direction 
comprised what the managers think the future service offering of Relo Inc. will look like, 
as well as how the relocation industry might evolve. The results from this study 
confirmed this digital transformation strategy, and thereby validated that the tool could 
give the same indications as the managers have achieved through their current service 
development process (using customer advisory boards and focus groups). 
 
The second confirmation of the results was through previous academic research. From the 
basis of the results of the study, indicating that the human interaction should be made less 
relevant to increase the quality of the future service, the current role of the telephone 
operating relocation consultants at Relo Inc. will become obsolete in the coming years. 
This indication is confirmed by Frey & Osborne’s study (2013), which argued that 
telephone operators have a 97 percent likelihood of being computerized in the coming 10-
20 years (see section 1.1.3). 

Validation of usage 
To validate the usage of the tool it will be compared to the predicted benefits and 
drawbacks presented in section 2.2.4. The tool is validated if the predicted benefits were 
realized and the predicted drawbacks were avoided in its usage. In the opposite situation, 
the tool is not validated. Table 11 below summarized how the SQC usage compared to 
the predicted benefits and drawbacks. 

Table 11: An evaluation of the predicted benefits and drawbacks with the SQC 

Service Quality Canvas 
Potential Benefits Potential Drawbacks 

Visual ✔ Cumbersome ✔  
Quantitative ✔ Complex ✗  
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The two predicted benefits with the use of the tool were ‘Visual” and ‘Quantitative’. The 
main predicted visual benefit of the SQC was that it would make it easier to understand 
the concept of service quality and draw conclusions from customer opinion data. This 
prediction was confirmed through a workshop session held with Relo Inc. employees, 
where the results of the study were discussed by using the SQC. During the session it was 
clear that the way that expectations and predictions were illustrated allowed the 
employees to get a deeper understanding of what customers thought about Relo Inc.’s 
services, which lead to insights about service improvement they had not discussed before. 
The illustrative results also allowed for easy and focused communication concerning the 
relatively complex subject of service quality. This enabled productive discussions and an 
ability to cover more topics than usual during the session. 
 
The other benefit, “Quantitative”, predicted that the analysis would be more rigorous and 
objective because of the quantitative input data. During the usage of the tool this 
prediction was confirmed when the strategic direction of service development for Relo 
Inc. was developed based exclusively on quantitative data. No qualitative assessment was 
needed, which contrasts other service strategy development processes at the company. 
This way, personal biases in the form of preconceived notions by the ones performing the 
analysis were brought to a minimum. 
 
Two predicted drawbacks with this tool were ‘Cumbersome’ and ‘Complex’. Both of 
these predictions were partly rejected. The first drawback, “Cumbersome”, predicted that 
it would be hard to collect the three data pieces needed (quality factors, importance 
weight, and perceived and expected quality levels). As predicted, the collection of 
industry specific quality factors was cumbersome, since no existing factors for the 
relocation industry were identified. In this case, a large sample of factors from similar 
industries were collected and used as a base for the development of a set of industry 
specific factors for the relocation industry. This however, is only a drawback the first 
time the list of factors is established. The next time, the newly established factors can be 
used directly.  
 
Further, the collection of the importance weights was fairly cumbersome, since a series of 
interviews were performed in order to collect the data. An alternative way of collecting 
the importance weights could be to use a survey. In this study interviews were used due 
to the complexity of ranking the items against each other and to get highest possible 
reliability of the study (see limitations in section 3.2.2). The last piece of data, the 
perceived and expected quality data, was easily collected through the use of a survey. To 
summarize, it is fairly cumbersome to use the tool the first time in a new industry, but 
once it everything is established (industry specific quality factors and all factors have 
been translated to perceived and expected phrasing) it can be reused relatively easily.  
 
The other drawback, “Complex”, predicted that the concept of service quality would be 
complex for the respondents to comprehend. This prediction was rejected, both for the 
importance weights and the perceived and expected quality. For the importance weights 
the interviewees had no difficulty in understanding how to rate the importance of each 
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factor against the others, although the process was relatively cumbersome to perform. To 
test the complexity of the ranking of the factors this step was performed through 
interviews, where the interviewees’ understanding of the questions were checked before 
the factors were rated. When it comes to the complexity of the perceived and expected 
quality, this prediction was rejected by first conducting two interviews where the 
interviewees’ understanding of the concept of perceived and expected quality was 
checked. In both interviews the interviewees confirmed that they understood how to 
answer the questions and the instructions. Second the results were analyzed in search of 
odd correlations (described further in the section 5.1.4) and no such correlations were 
found. 
 
To summarize, both predicted benefits of the usage of the tool were confirmed, the 
drawback of complexity was rejected and the drawback of cumbersome data collection 
was partly rejected. From this follows that the tool was easier to use than predicted. 
Further, the results produced by the tool in the relocation industry are in line with 
previous analysis by academia and Relo Inc.’s management. To summarize, the tool 
appears to be valid. 
 

  

RQ2ii answered:  
Yes, both the results and the usage of the tool were validated in the context of the 
relocation industry. 
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6. Discussion 
This chapter will discuss the results of this research study, the Service Quality Canvas 
and the strategic direction of digital transformation for Relo Inc., in a broader context. 
First it will consider the empirical contribution of this study, second the academic 
contribution and third identify areas of future research. 

6.1. Empirical Contribution 
This section will discuss the empirical contribution of this study. First, the managerial 
implications of the study will be discussed, i.e. how the SQC can help managers with 
their digital transformations and what implications the strategic direction derived from 
the SQC has in a broader context. Second, the generalizability of this study will be 
discussed. 

6.1.1. Managerial Implications 
There are several ways in which the results of this study could impact the managers of 
Relo Inc. and other relocation companies, and this section will discuss three ways in 
which this study will have implications for managers. First, it will discuss how the use of 
the SQC can help managers show how they should digitally transform their services. 
Second, it will discuss how the use of the SQC can provide managers with a deeper 
understanding of service quality and how they can use this knowledge in their work. 
Finally, it will underline how the results of this study further strengthen previous 
predictions of how operations and ultimately jobs within relocation companies might 
change in the future. 
 
First, the tool developed in this study can guide Relo Inc., and relocation companies in 
general, to perform needed digital transformations in a systematic and quantitative way. 
In interviews with Relo Inc. managers, it was found that they lacked both a tool and a 
structured process for digital transformation, and currently used a combination of focus 
groups and customer advisory boards. The new tool will help Relo Inc. to make more 
informed decision regarding their transformation and work as a complement to the 
processes they have today. Aside from providing a structured and quantitative way to 
produce digital transformation strategies, the SQC visualized the service in a new way 
increasing managers understanding of how to think about service development. Further, it 
has previously been shown (section 5.4) that ones the SQC has been developed it 
becomes rather easy and cheap to generate new results. The new tool can thus be used in 
a rather frequent manner. In summary, the SQC solves Relo Inc.’s problem of lacking a 
tool to develop digital transformation strategies and thereby helps them tackle digitization 
in a better way.  
 
Second, describing a relocation service using the Service Quality Canvas provides 
managers with a much deeper understanding of how customers view their service. One of 
the main insights the SQC delivered to Relo Inc. was that they are currently under-
delivering on all factors of quality, i.e. they are not living up to the customer’s 
expectations. At the very least, that insight provides mangers with a convincing rhetoric 
when explaining why there is much opportunity to improve: our customers expect more 
from us! 
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Further, Relo Inc.’s inability to meet customers’ expectations could indicate that the 
industry as a whole runs a large risk of being disrupted by a new entrant. It is fair to 
assume that the results the SQC generated for Relo Inc. are applicable to other players in 
the relocation industry as well (see section 6.1.2). This would mean that relocation 
customers in general do not have their expectations met, i.e. they are disappointed. 
Further, companies in other industries, especially those that deliver services included in 
the relocation industry’s service packages, continuously push up the expectations of 
relocation customers. One previously mentioned example is Amazon who, thanks to the 
“Amazon Effect”, has made customers expect very swift online purchasing experiences 
with very quick delivery. Since the relocation industry delivers packages of services 
instead of individual ones, it is more difficult to keep up with all technological advances 
and keep the entire service up to date with customer expectations. This increases the gap 
between what relocation companies are capable of delivering and what customers expect. 
Additionally, as the global economy becomes increasingly digitized, the pace of digital 
advancements will increase and relocation companies will find it more and more difficult 
to meet the surging expectations of their customers.  
 
An industry in a situation like that is susceptible of being disrupted by a new entrant. 
With the increasing possibilities of business model innovation digitization brings with it, 
the likelihood that a new actor would enter the relocation industry and meet or exceed 
some of its customers’ expectation (which today are far from met) is not negligible. Such 
a disruptor could be a start-up targeting the relocation industry that realizes that 
technology is tearing down old barriers to entry. It could be old companies in other 
industries that realize that that new advancements allow them to diversify into the 
relocation industry (e.g. Google leveraging their competence in handling information in 
the context of relocation). The disruptor could also come from within the relocation 
industry. An existing relocation company could find a way to meet customer expectations 
on new or old factors of quality, making their competitors’ services irrelevant in the 
process. Give these risks, it will be vital for relocation mangers to (1) be very attentive to 
potential new entrants or changes in competitors’ business models and (2) be proactive 
and work towards being the first to meet or exceed customers’ expectations, i.e. disrupt 
the industry themselves before someone else does. The SQC tool developed in this study 
could play a part in helping managers take these necessary steps. 
  
Finally, the results of this study add to existing predictions that job position distribution 
will change dramatically at Relo Inc. and relocation companies in general. Before this 
study was conducted, research had already predicted that jobs similar to those performed 
by relocation employee are very susceptible to be replaced by computers within the next 
10-20 years. The roadmap of service improvement developed by this study further 
strengthens these predictions. Consequently, managers in the relocation industry will 
likely have to deal with human resource restructuring in the coming years. How this is 
done should to some extent be determined by the needs of new service improvement 
strategies. Strategies that the SQC tool, developed in this study, helps to develop. 
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6.1.2. Generalizability of Research 
When it comes to discussing the generalizability of the research presented in this report, 
two types will be covered. First the generalizability of study 1, i.e. whether the Service 
Quality Canvas can be used in other context, and second, the generalizability of study 2, 
i.e. whether the strategic direction of service development found for Relo Inc. could be 
applied for other companies or industries.  
 
Concerning the generalizability of study 1, the Service Quality Canvas was developed as 
a general tool to shows companies how to digitally transform their services. As such, it is 
theoretically applicable to any service. In practice however, some services might not be 
as suitable for investigation by the SQC as the relocation industry. For example, it might 
not be possible to break some services down into a fairly exhaustive set of quality factors 
or it might not be possible to access customers (directly or indirectly) to collect data on 
perceived and expected quality. In these situations the SQC could merely serve as an 
illustration of the concept of service quality. This can sometimes be very valuable in 
itself. Throughout the empirical investigation undergone for this study, several managers 
reported getting a deepened understanding of service quality by simply thinking about it 
through the lens of the SQC.  
 
When practically feasible to apply the SQC, it can be used to deduct a strategic direction 
of service development (in addition to providing a general understanding of the concept 
of service quality). For the companies that have services unrelated to the relocation 
industry, the SQC has to be reproduced from scratch, meaning new quality factors, 
perceived and expected quality levels and importance weights have to be collected. This 
data can be collected using the same methods as this study and analyzed in the same way 
as well. Companies that have services with close relation to relocation services might be 
able to use some of the data collected in this study directly depending on their services’ 
resemblance with the relocation service. Industries similar to the relocation industry were 
identified in section 4.3 and include: travel, tourism, banking, government services, and 
HR services. 
 
When it comes to study 2, its generalizability is more limited. Study 2 generated a 
strategic direction of service development for Relo Inc. This strategic direction is likely 
to be applicable to companies within the same industry. The data was collected using 
Relo Inc. employees only, however these employees were good representatives of the 
industry. Because of the relatively high employee turnover rates in the relocation 
industry, many of the Relo Inc. employees from whom data was collected had worked for 
competing companies. This indicates that the results would be similar if the study was 
conducted at another relocation company. Furthermore, since the customer opinion data 
was collected from Europe, the Americas, and Asia the results can be said to be 
generalizable for these geographies. 
 
Outside of the relocation industry the results could be applicable for companies that have 
services very similar to relocation. In addition, the customers of these companies need to 
have similar views on quality and prioritize factors of quality in the same way as 
relocation customers. In contrast, the general trend of the results might be more broadly 
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generalizable. By studying the roadmap presented in section 5.2.2, it emerges that this 
study’s results point toward a general trend of replacing human work with atomization. 
Speed, availability and accuracy of information are valued higher then benefits of human 
interaction. This result is in line with the research of Frey and Osborn, mentioned 
previously in this report, that predicts that a large number of jobs based on human 
interaction will disappear in the next two decades. If these two results were correlated, it 
would indicate that a reason that many people’s jobs are being replaced is that there is a 
larger gap between customers’ expectations and their perceptions of quality for the non-
human aspects of a service than for human aspects. Exemplifying this phenomenon: 
telephone operators are being let go because they cannot outperform their customer 
expectations on the quality of human interaction in the same way a mobile application 
can outperform their expectations on speed and availability of information. Such insights 
could be valuable in the service economy as a whole. 

6.2. Academic Contribution 
The main academic contribution of this study is the Service Quality Canvas. As 
highlighted in the beginning of this study, the business society is reporting an urgent need 
for management tools to help companies develop strategies of how to digitally transform 
their value offerings. This study has identified two theories (blue ocean strategy and 
service quality) with two frameworks (the blue ocean strategy canvas and service quality 
scales) that are close, but not successful, in fully satisfying this research gap. The former 
lacks concrete measurement techniques while the latter lacks strategies of how to handle 
major transformations. In response, this study has, by integrating these two frameworks, 
developed a tool aimed to directly address the knowledge gap. 
 
Based on the result from the empirical test on a relocation company conducted in this 
study, the tool appears to succeed in addressing the research gap, i.e. provide both 
strategic guidance of how to achieve major transformations and concrete measurements. 
The strategic guidance it provided was summarized into a Service Improvement 
Roadmap in section 5.2.2. One major transformation that it proposed was that relocation 
companies should completely move focus from trying to improve the quality of the 
aspects of their service related to human interaction and instead emphasize the 
availability, speed and responsiveness of information exchange. Pursuing this strategic 
direction will transform the way relocation companies deliver value to their customers 
and their supporting operations in a major way. Simultaneously, the tool provides the 
company under study with quantitative results of what level of quality they were 
delivering on the different aspect on their service. Further it illustrates these results in a 
concise and understandable way using the SQC. The quality levels of the relocation 
company studied in this report are presented in section 5.1.  
 
Based on the evaluation of these results, the indicative conclusion that the SQC succeeds 
in addressing the research gap of tools showing how to digitally transform value offerings 
can be drawn. Much additional research (see section 6.3, Future Research) has to be 
conducted in the area, but the development of tools like the SQC appears to be a step in 
the right direction. 
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Further it should be noted that the new tool also addressed the critique on the Blue Ocean 
Strategy Canvas. As mentioned previously, the main critique is that the concept is 
descriptive rather than prescriptive. However, with the addition of service quality, 
companies can predict what factors to change based on raw data and therefore the new 
tool becomes more prescriptive and less descriptive than the blue ocean strategy canvas. 
 
The academic contribution outlined above is subject to a set of limitations that will be 
presented in the subsequent sections. First the methodological limitations will be 
discusses and second the theoretical limits.  

6.2.1. The Effect of the Methodological Limitations 
The method presented in chapter 3 was subject to a set of limitations. These limitations 
have been described previously along with explanations of how they were taken into 
account in order to minimize their effect on the results of this study. Despite these 
precautionary actions, it is still important to assess their ultimate effect on this study’s 
reliability and validity. This section will present such an investigation for the two largest 
limitations of this study. These limitations are (1) the potential response bias coming 
from surveying relocation employees about their customers’ opinions and (2) the 
difficulty of ranking 21 quality factors on their relative importance. The effects of these 
two limitations are investigated below.  
 
As presented in chapter 3, customer opinion data was not collected directly from 
customers but from customer-facing employees. As highlighted previously, this method 
had its advantages and disadvantages. The main disadvantage is not that these employees 
do not know what their customers want (research indicates the opposite) but that they 
might answer intentionally untruthfully. In answering the survey questions from the 
perspective of the customer, it could be tempting to elevate service elements that are 
determined by the employee’s performance. This would have a negative impact on the 
validity and possibly also the reliability (given that respondents would provide false 
answers that differed from time to time) of the study. Examples of survey questions with 
potential of such response bias are: 
 

Please indicate to which degree you disagree or agree with the following statements (1-7): 
 
My relocation consultant is knowledgeable about the delivered services 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
My relocation consultant should have good communication skills (written & verbal) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
The quality factors that might generate sensitive question like the ones above are: F6 
Company trust; F8 Consultants good communication skills; F9 Knowledgeable 
consultants; F12 Attentive to customer needs; F13 Sincere interest from consultants and 
F14 Friendly consultants.  If questions like these were answered dishonestly, the 
anticipation would be that the respondent’s assessment of perceived quality would be 
high and that the assessment of expected quality would be low. In that way, the 
responding employee would indicate that the work they are doing is exceeding the 
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customers’ expectations, indicating that they are performing very well. However, when 
studying the results, no such pattern could be identified. Looking at the sensitive factors, 
none of these have much lower expected quality levels or higher perceived quality levels 
than the rest of the set. In fact, as previously mentioned, the survey results for all factors 
indicate that Relo Inc. is performing rather poorly in meeting the expectations of their 
customers. Such results would not be expected if the questions were answered in a 
calculating way. This indicates that the response bias limitation’s effect on the study’s 
result was small.  
 
The second key limitation was the difficulty in ranking the importance of the quality 
factors. The factors should be ranked in relation to each other and this could be a difficult 
exercise to do for 21 different factors. This would negatively affect the reliability of the 
study since the ranking would differ from time to time due to its complexity. Certain 
control methods were used to avoid that the factors were rated incorrectly. Even so, the 
potential effect this limitation had on the result needs to be investigated. The simplest 
way to study this effect is to consider the results of the study without the importance 
weights and compare them with the results with weights.  
 
The importance weight is one of three variables considered when categorizing the quality 
factors of a service into the three groups of the Service Improvement Roadmap. The other 
two are quality level and expected quality level. Without weights, the factors are 
categorized using these two variables only. The new way of categorization is summarized 
along with the old below in Table 12. 
 

Table 12: Categorization of quality factors, with and without weight 

Factor Group 
(Factors to:) 

Categorization With 
Importance Weights 

Categorization Without 
Importance Weights 

Improvement 
Potential 

1. Emphasize • High importance weight 
• Low quality level 
• Low expected quality level 

• Low quality level 
• Low expected quality 

level 

High 

Categorized factors: 
F5, F7, F11, F15 

Categorized factors: 
F5, F7, F11, F15 

2. Make irrelevant • Low importance weight 
• Quality level approaching 

zero 
• High excepted quality level 

• Quality level approaching 
zero 

• High excepted quality 
level 

Low 

Categorized factors: 
F8, F12, F13, F14  

Categorized factors: 
F8, F12, F13, F14, (F8) 

3. Add to service • High importance weight 
• Low expected quality level 

• Low expected quality 
level 

High 

Categorized factors: 
F18, F19, F20, F21 

Categorized factors: 
F18, F19, F20, F21 

 
Categorizing the factors in this way produces very similar results as before. Starting with 
the factors of group 1, the factors with the lowest quality level and lowest expected 
quality level are F5, F7, F11 and F15, the exact same as before. For group 2, the factors 
with quality levels closest to zero and with the highest expected quality are F8, F12, F13 
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and F14, also the same as before. Factor 9, “Knowledgeable consultants”, could also be 
included in this group since it has a high expected level of quality even though it does not 
have a quality level very close to zero. This depends on how these two metrics are valued 
against each other. The factors in group 3 (F18, F19, F20 & F21) are the same since all 
new factors are included in the roadmap in both cases.  
 
In summary, creating a roadmap from the SQC results without importance weights 
yielded almost exactly the same results as the evaluation with importance weights. 
Consequently, the effect of the limitation of not being able to rank importance properly is 
assessed to be low. Thus, the two main limitations of this study did not affect the end 
result in a major way.  

6.2.2. The Theoretical Limit of the Service Quality Canvas 
In addition to considering the methodological limitations of the SQC, the theoretical limit 
of the tool should also be kept in mind. It is important to recall that the SQC is created 
from a combination of two existing theoretical frameworks: the blue ocean strategy 
canvas and service quality scales. As such, it is subject to any theoretical limits that these 
two frameworks bear with them. Examples of such limits on the blue ocean strategy side 
might be the three characteristics of an efficient strategy: Focus, Divergence and 
Compelling Tagline. If these three characteristics are not accepted as building blocks for 
an effective strategy, then the SQC cannot be used to improve a service. Similarly, on the 
service quality side, the concept of service quality needs to be accepted. If it is not 
accepted that service quality can be deducted from the difference between perceived 
quality and expected quality and that service quality in turn is a good determinant of what 
customers truly want, the SQC becomes rather meaningless. Theoretical limits like these 
should be kept in mind when applying the Service Quality Canvas. 

6.3. Future Research 
The future research topics identified by this study can be divided into those that continue 
to examine the developed tool and those that examine topics that further add, or are 
related, to the results this study. 
 
One of the major limitations of this study is that the respondents of the survey were 
customer-facing employees and not the actual customers. It would be interesting to test 
the survey from this study with customers in the relocation industry to see if the results 
would differ. If the results from such a study would be the same as for this study, that 
would indicate that customer-facing employees can give a good picture of customers’ 
views on service quality. This would then make future studies easier to conduct since 
companies can perform analysis based on the customer-facing employees’ views. On the 
other hand, if the results from such a study would differ from the results of this study it 
would indicate that customer-facing employees could not be used as a substitute for 
customers when gathering customer opinion data for studies like this. It would also 
provide interesting insights into what the difference between customer-facing employees’ 
and the customers’ view on service quality is, which could be used as an internal tool to 
improve service quality. 
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This study developed a new scale of quality factors for the relocation industry based on 
benchmarks from similar industries. Future research could develop a quality scale for the 
relocation industry from scratch and see if it differs from the scale used in this study. 
Using the quality scale developed by this study, or a newly developed scale, a future 
study could perform the same study as this one, but use a wider range of factors (this 
study was limited to 21 factors). A study using a wider range of factors could potentially 
identify new areas of opportunity that this study did not identify. 
 
Another interesting area of research would be to study the relationship between 
digitization in different industries and see if there is a correlation between the quality 
level in e.g. relocation and the digitization of related industries (e.g. travel). One 
hypothesis is that when related industries are digitized, the expected level of quality 
increases in the relocation industry. When customers experience services of related 
industries, and they are delivered in a better way, their expectations increase in general. 
This leads to an increase in what customers expect from the companies in the relocation 
industry as well. Customers might for example start expecting the entire relocation 
experience to be as easy and convenient as booking a flight or a hotel.   
 
On a finishing note, the confirmed usability of the SQC (which the results of this study 
indicate) open up for future development of tools that combine disruptive and 
incremental innovation theories. As mentioned previously (section 2.1.3, Research Gap) 
the SQC is built by integrating innovation theories from two extremes of the continuum 
of innovation and does consequently end up on the middle of this continuum. Previous 
research on innovation has highlighted a lack of theories existing on these middle 
sections. If the SQC proves to be useful, it would indicate that further tools addressing 
this part of the continuum would be beneficial to develop as well. Connecting back the 
external force this study addresses, digitization, one interesting hypothesis to investigate 
in relation to this is that the coming era of increasingly rapid digital transformations will 
change the way companies look at innovation and create needs for new types of strategic 
tools. It might no longer suffice to view disruptive innovation and incremental innovation 
as two separate phenomena that companies alternate between in an arbitrary fashion. The 
tools of the new era might have to integrate both of them. 
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7. Conclusion  
The purpose outlined in the beginning of this study was to develop a tool that shows 
relocation companies how to digitally transform their services. In order to satisfy this 
purpose, two studies were conducted (each with their own set of research questions). 
Study 1 was conducted to develop the desired tool and study 2 was conducted to test this 
tool on a company in the relocation industry and assess its validity in that context.  
 
The result of study 1 is the Service Quality Canvas: an analytical tool that identifies the 
aspects of a service with highest and lowest opportunity of improvement when digitally 
transforming a service. The tool considers both existing and potential future factors of the 
service. Analyzing the SQC generates a roadmap showing companies what factors of 
their service that should be: emphasized, made irrelevant or added to the service. 
 
The results of study 2 are the strategic direction derived from the Service Improvement 
Roadmap for the studied relocation company (Relo Inc.) and the validation of the results 
and usage of the SQC. The roadmap of Relo Inc. shows how they can improve their 
service by: emphasizing four factors (quick information access, customized service 
package, quick response to requests; and being able to contact the company at any time); 
make four factors irrelevant (attentive to customer needs, friendly consultants, sincere 
interest from consultants and communications skills of consultants); and add four new 
factors (track service delivery, personalized interfaces, exchanging information with other 
customers that are relocating, and sharing information about the relocation with family 
and friends). Additionally, the validation of the tool indicates that it is valid in the 
relocation context. 
 
The developed Service Quality Canvas aims to fill an identified research gap in the 
existing literature, by simultaneously explaining how to achieve major transformations to 
a service (disruptive innovation) and providing quantitative guidance of how to enhance 
and measure the value of a service (incremental innovation). In the coming era of fast, 
continuous and disruptive change caused by digitization, frameworks bridging this gap 
will become increasingly relevant. In many places across the economy their absence has 
already manifested itself. This report started by posing the question of what the video 
rental company Blockbuster could have done to avoid being disrupted by digitization. It 
asked if there was a strategy they could have adopted to transform their business. This 
study has shown that the Service Quality Canvas could play a role in developing such 
strategies.   
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Appendix A  Data Table for Weighted Quality Level 
Score 

 
Item Title Weighted Quality Level  
Quick info. access -0,077044151 
Error-free service -0,06542617 
Customize service package -0,061563346 
Company trust -0,057007988 
Multi-channel interaction -0,05550887 
Crucial info., right time -0,055109923 
Quick response to requests -0,054948646 
Knowledgeable consultants -0,051498377 
Contact company any time -0,049884398 
Attentive to customer needs -0,039194668 
Consultants good communication skills -0,036459028 
Educate on service -0,036215597 
Sincere interest from consultants -0,031746032 
Know where to find info. -0,027788893 
Predict relo. experience before asking -0,025276104 
Non-crucial info., right time -0,013136366 
Friendly consultants -0,003579209 
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Appendix B  Correlation Analysis of Collected Data 
 
In the graph below, the two series have different scales on the y-axis. The series should 
only be compared on their shapes, not on their position on the y-axis. As seen below, no 
correlation can be identified. 

 
 

F1	   F2	   F3	   F4	   F5	   F6	   F7	   F8	   F9	   F10	   F11	   F12	   F13	   F14	   F15	   F16	   F17	  

Correlation Between Importance Weight and Quality Level 

Importance	  Weight	   Quality	  Level	  
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Appendix C  Importance Rating Interview Sheet 

Instructions 
Please indicate your view on how important the following features of Relo Inc.’s service are to assignees. 
If the feature is very important select 6. If it is not important, select 1. If it is somewhere in between, select 
one of the numbers in the middle. 
 
It is very important that you rate the features in relation to each other (e.g. a feature rated 6 should be 
twice as important as a feature rated 3). In order to do this, we suggest that you read through all features 
once before you rate them and then start with the most important ones. 
 

 
Example Question (from the perspective of a McDonalds assignee): 
 
Please your view on how important these features are to a McDonalds assignee 

Feature 1 2 3 4 5 6 
It is important McDonalds provides me with a hot hamburger      x 
It is important that I don’t have to wait in line at McDonalds   x    

 
Possible rational behind answer: “It is very important to me that the hamburger I receive is hot. Further, I 
think it is twice as important that I get a hot hamburger then that I have to wait in line for a little while.”  

 

Questions 
Remember; try to answer the questions from the perspective of the assignee. There are no right or wrong 
answers - all we are interested in is a number that best shows your view on how Relo Inc. assignees feel.  
 
Please your view on how important these features are to a Relo Inc. assignee 
 

Feature 1 2 3 4 5 6 
It is important for me (as an assignee) that Relo Inc.'s services are delivered 
without errors or incidents 

      

It is important that I (as an assignee) can interact with Relo Inc. through the 
channel I wish (phone, mail, mobile app, web portal etc.)  

      

It is important that I (as an assignee) know where to find the information I 
need (phone, mail, mobile app, web portal etc.) 

      

It is important that Relo Inc. delivers crucial relocation information (flight 
times, shipment pick-up etc.) at the most suitable time for me  

      

It is important that Relo Inc. delivers non-crucial relocation information (local 
leisure possibilities, restaurant recommendations etc.) at the most suitable time 
for me 

      

It is important that I can access information quickly (“When was my flight 
again?” ”When will my shipment arrive?” etc.) 

      

It is important that I trust Relo Inc. as a company and its employees       
It is important that Relo Inc. quickly responds to my requests and complaints       
It is important for me that employees of Relo Inc. have good communication 
skills (written & verbal) 

      

It is important for me that employees of Relo Inc. are knowledgeable about the 
delivered services 

      

It is important that Relo Inc. educates me on how to use Relo Inc.'s services to 
full capacity 
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It is important that Relo Inc. predicts what type of relocation experience I 
want, before I ask for it 

      

It is important that I can contact Relo Inc. at any time I want       
It is important that Relo Inc. employees are attentive to my specific needs and 
try to deliver on my best interests  

      

It is important that Relo Inc. employees show a sincere interest in solving my 
problems 

      

It is important for me that Relo Inc. employees are friendly       
It is important that Relo Inc. allows me (as an assignee) to freely customize 
my service package (e.g. change one service for another of equal cost for my 
company). 

      

It is important that Relo Inc.'s interfaces (email, web portal, mobile app etc.) 
are personalized for me 

      

It is important that Relo Inc. enables me to communicate information about the 
relocation (images of potential new homes, new address, shipment schedules 
etc.) to friends and family 

      

It is important that I can exchange destination specific information (good 
schools, cultural adaption etc.) with other assignees 

      

It is important that that I can easily track the delivery and progress of my 
relocation 
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Appendix D  Perceived and Expected Quality Survey 
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✔ 

✔ 

✔ 
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Appendix E  Item List 
 

Item 
number 

Item Article P- or e-
service 

1 My bank's Web site promptly responds to my requests and questions 
which I made by e-mail or other channels. 

Akinci et al., 2010 E 

2 My bank's Web site makes it easy to get anywhere on the site. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
3 My bank's Web site takes care of problems promptly. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
4 Information at my bank's Web site is well organized Akinci et al., 2010 E 
5 My bank's Web site loads its pages fast. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
6 My bank's Web site is well organized. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
7 My bank's Web site launches and runs right away. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
8 Pages at my bank's Web site do not freeze after I enter my order 

information. 
Akinci et al., 2010 E 

9 My bank's Web site delivers services when promised. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
10 My bank's Web site makes accurate promises about delivery of services Akinci et al., 2010 E 
11 My bank protects information about my Web-shopping behavior. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
12 My bank's Web site does not crash. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
13 My bank's Web site protects information about my credit card. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
14 I feel confident for the transactions I made at my bank's Web site. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
15 My bank does not share my personal information with other sites. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
16 My bank's Web site makes it easy to find what I need. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
17 My bank's Web site compensates me for problems it creates Akinci et al., 2010 E 
18 My bank compensates me when my transactions are not completed on 

time 
Akinci et al., 2010 E 

19 My bank's Web site provides a telephone number to reach Akinci et al., 2010 E 
20 My bank's Web site enables me to complete a transaction quickly. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
21 My bank's Web site is simple to use. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
22 My bank's Web site enables me to get on to it quickly. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
23 Records at my bank's Web site are always accurate. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
24 My bank's Web site promptly informs about important situations 

(payments...). 
Akinci et al., 2010 E 

25 My bank's Web site tells me what to do if my transaction is not processed Akinci et al., 2010 E 
26 My bank's Web site is always available for business. Akinci et al., 2010 E 
27 Easy for users to turn to the chat room (BBS) for more information Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
28 Provides a message channel for users’ comments Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
29 Company behind the site reputable Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
30 Information updated Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
31 Information accurate Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
32 Information concise Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
33 Won’t give customer’s information to other sites  Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
34 Has adequate secured feature to protect customers’ information Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
35 Easy to maneuver Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
36 Quick and easy to complete a transaction Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
37 Search function helpful Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
38 Functions as the site should  Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
39 Be linked quickly Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
40 Easy to find wanted information Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
41 Has comprehensive information Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
42 Makes full confirmation in on-line payment Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
43 Provides in-depth information for customers making purchasing decisions Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
44 Easy to track the delivery of products/services purchased Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
45 Has features personalized to users Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
46 Provides FAQ information Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
47 Policies for canceling orders laid out on the site are customer-friendly Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
48 Products/services are delivered by the time promised Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
49 Customers are informed as transaction is completed Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
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50 Responds to users’ inquiries promptly Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
51 Help available when problems encountered  Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
52 Understands specific needs and gives personal attention Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
53 Develops a platform for users to exchange travel experiences Chaang-Iuan Ho & Yi-Ling Lee, 2007 E 
54 There is no limit to which the company will go to resolve a service 

problem that I have 
Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 

55 I trust this site Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
56 This site makes it easy to find what I need Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
57 It makes it easy to get anywhere on the site Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
58 It enables me to provide information/job search quickly Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
59 Information at this site is well organised Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
60 It loads its pages fast Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
61 The site is simple to use Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
62 This site enables me to get on to it quickly Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
63 This site is well organised Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
64 This site is always available for job search Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
65 This site launches and runs right away Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
66 This site does not crash Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
67 Pages at this site do not freeze after I enter my order information Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
68 It quickly delivers the job search results Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
69 It is truthful about its services Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
70 It is truthful about its services Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
71 It makes accurate promises about the delivery of services Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
72 It quickly delivers the job search results Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
73 It protects information about my web-job searching behaviour Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
74 The site protects information about my credit card Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
75 It does not share my personal information with other sites Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
76 I don’t think the company behind this site is selling its services just to 

make profit 
Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 

77 I am very satisfied with the services provided by the site I think this site is 
genuinely committed to my satisfaction 

Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 

78 All my experiences with this site have been satisfactory Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
79 I think this site is genuinely committed to my satisfaction Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
80 Say positive things about this site to other people Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
81 Recommend this site to someone who seeks your advice Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
82 Encourage friends and others to do business with this site Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
83 Consider this site to be your first choice for future transactions Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
84 Do more business with this site in the coming months Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
85 It delivers the most relevant results as specified Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
86 It has sufficient number of jobs to choose from Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
87 I feel I know what to expect from this site Sunil Sahadev & Keyoor Purani, 2008 E 
88 It offers the ability to speak to a live person if there is a problem. Connolly et al. 2010 E 
89 ROS has useful online demonstrations Connolly et al. 2010 E 
90 ROS makes it easy to find what I need Connolly et al. 2010 E 
91 ROS makes it easy to get anywhere on the site ROS loads its pages fast Connolly et al. 2010 E 
92 ROS has comprehensive FAQsa Connolly et al. 2010 E 
93 ROS is easy to use Connolly et al. 2010 E 
94 This website enables me to get on to it quickly ROS is well organised. Connolly et al. 2010 E 
95 ROS enables me to complete my tax returns easily Connolly et al. 2010 E 
96 ROS enables me to file my tax returns quicklya Connolly et al. 2010 E 
97 ROS enables me to pay my tax easilya Connolly et al. 2010 E 
98 ROS is always available for business Connolly et al. 2010 E 
99 This site launches and runs right away Connolly et al. 2010 E 
100 This site does not crash Connolly et al. 2010 E 
101 Pages at this site do not freeze after I sign and submit Connolly et al. 2010 E 
102 It does not share my personal information with other sites ROS protects 

information about my tax returns 
Connolly et al. 2010 E 

103 ROS provides a telephone number for problems Connolly et al. 2010 E 
104 This site has customer service representatives available online Connolly et al. 2010 E 
105 The overall convenience of using ROSb Connolly et al. 2010 E 
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106 The extent to which ROS gives you a feeling of being in control Connolly et al. 2010 E 
107 The overall value you get from ROS for your effort Connolly et al. 2010 E 
108 I am likely to say positive things about ROS to other people Connolly et al. 2010 E 
109 I am likely to recommend ROS to someone who seeks my advice Connolly et al. 2010 E 
110 I am likely to encourage friends and others to use ROS Connolly et al. 2010 E 
111 I am likely to consider ROS as my first choice for future transactions with 

Revenue 
Connolly et al. 2010 E 

112 I am likely to use ROS from now on for filing my tax returns Connolly et al. 2010 E 
113 I am likely to use ROS from now on for payments Connolly et al. 2010 E 
114 On the whole I am satisfied with the service quality of this website Connolly et al. 2010 E 
115 I find the service quality of this website to be very satisfactory Connolly et al. 2010 E 
116 I would describe the service quality of this website as very satisfactory Connolly et al. 2010 E 
117 In terms of service quality, this website is very satisfactory Connolly et al. 2010 E 
118 Resumé online update Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
119 Easy to find the necessary information from the websites Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
120 Easy to link each webpage of the websites Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
121 Able to rapidly complete the transaction Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
122 Provided infromartion is in good order and easy to understand Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
123 Rapid webpage loading speed Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
124 Each service function is easy and friendly Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
125 Browse-friendly page design Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
126 Time spent of each service item is longer Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
127 Resumé online registration Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
128 Able to directly browse the information of job opportunities Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
129 Able to directly search for job opportunities Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
130 Answears of frequently asked questions Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
131 Online enquiry of manufacturer/company information Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
132 Message Express, Update News Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
133 Keyword search Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
134 Exam area of self exploration Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
135 Subscription of 101 papers Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
136 Link to related sub websites Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
137 Offering all year round system services Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
138 System will make immediate respone after registred resumé into website Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
139 Never crashed Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
140 Website will not freeze or crash while entering each item of information Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
141 Able to accuratly receive the commited service Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
142 Able to accuratly find jobs from this website Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
143 Job banks will send the job information that matched subscriber demands 

via email 
Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 

144 The website always offeres tons of job opportunities Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
145 Able to get the optimal job of oneself Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
146 Jobs and information that i offered are accurate Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
147 No error in handleing transaction Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
148 Confidential level of the information of job seeking behaviour Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
149 Do not disclose personal information to other wesites Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
150 Confidential level for the information of resumé Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
151 Clear and sound safty police of transaction Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
152 Able to provide the correct responsive information while encountering 

questions 
Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 

153 Well-developed responsive mechanism of handleing questions Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
154 Provide guarantee of online service Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
155 Prompt response for each enquiry from customers Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
156 Able to compensate customers from the loss that yeilded from itself Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
157 Able to improve the rejected and unsuitable infromartion Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
158 Provide the job seeking service hotline Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
159 Provide the customer service mailbox for job seeking (opinion feedback) Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
160 Provide the real time online customer service Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
161 Easy to contact Shu-Ping Lin a , et al. i, 2009 E 
162 Follow-up of proceedings by agent Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
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163 Quality and variety of information Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
164 Precise knowledge of products and destinations Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
165 Direct and immediate access to information Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
166 Time taken to respond to requested changes Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
167 Special service of sending tickets and reservations Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
168 Follow-up before, during and after holiday Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
169 Devoration and setting of agency Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
170 Size and layout of space Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
171 Attractive documentation and materials Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
172 Comfortable and attractive surroundings Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
173 Computing techinlogy and equipment Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
174 Flexible opening hours to accomodate clients Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
175 Neat aooearace and dress of employees Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
176 Friendliness and politeness of employees Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
177 Individual follw-up of each client Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
178 Welcome on arrival to agency Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
179 Continually provide service well Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
180 Confidenve in the dealings the agency Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
181 Employees transmit confidence Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
182 Accuracy of employees when providing service Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
183 Time dedicated to each client Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
184 Ability of employees to help client Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
185 Provide service within agreed time Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
186 Provide fast and flexible service Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
187 Inform of the service accuratly and sincerely Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
188 Comply with agreed promises Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
189 Individual attention and information Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
190 Understanding of specific needs of client Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
191 Find best options for client Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
192 Interest in solving client's problems Millán & Esteban, 2003 P 
193 being served by the appropriate personnel Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
194 reinforcement of tourists' confidence Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
195 experienced and competent tour and hotel escorts Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
196 fluent and understandable communication with tourists Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
197 sincere interest in problem-solving Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
198 provision of adequate information about the service delivered Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
199 prompt response to tourists' requests Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
200 provision of information on local entertainment Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
201 willingness to help tourists Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
202 advice on how to use free time Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
203 easy contact on arrival at airport Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
204 easy location of and contact with tour and hotel esorts Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
205 services delivered on time Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
206 right first time Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
207 keeping promises Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
208 insisting on error-free service Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
209 meeting the tour schedule Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
210 no sudden increase in tour cost Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
211 pleasant, friendly personnel Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
212 understanding of specific needs Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
213 cultivation of friendly relationship Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
214 modern and technologically relevant vehicles Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
215 appealing accommodation facilities Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
216 availability of information documents and notes Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
217 physical appearance of tour and hotel escorts (tidiness etc.) Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
218 high-quality meals Atilgan, Akinci & Asoy, 2003 P 
219 This private industry council makes instruction in modern technology 

available to participants in its training programs 
Gowan, et al., 2001 P 

220 This private industry council's physical facilities (such as offices, waiting Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
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areas, and classrooms) are attractive in appearance 
221 This private industry council's employees keep their promise when they 

say they will do something by a certain time 
Gowan, et al., 2001 P 

222 employees show a sincere interest in heloing me solve any problems I 
might have 

Gowan, et al., 2001 P 

223 employees insist on keeping error-free client files Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
224 employees give me prompt attention Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
225 employees are willing to help me Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
226 employees are never too busy to answer my questions Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
227 employees have the knowledge to answer my questions Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
228 employees give me individual attention Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
229 has operating hours that are convinient to me Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
230 offers services at locations that are convinient to me Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
231 understands my specific needs Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
232 has my best interests at heart Gowan, et al., 2001 P 
233 I can count on the employees being friendly Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
234 The attitude of employees demonstrates their willingness to help me Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
235 The employees search for what is in the best interests of the clients Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
236 The employees show their interest in accelerating the shipment Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
237 I can count on employees taking actions to address my needs Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
238 The behavior of the employees gives me trust Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
239 The employees are never too busy to respond to consumer’s requests Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
240 This service has employees who give me individual attention Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
241 Employees are able to answer my questions quickly Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
242 The employees understand that I rely on their knowledge to meet my 

needs 
Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 

243 The employees understand consumers’ specific needs Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
244 The employees are competent Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
245 When a customer has a problem, this company shows a sincere interest in 

solving it 
Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 

246 The company is conscious of how important that the resolution of the 
complaints is for me 

Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 

247 The company has a fair system for the handling of the complaints Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
248 The employees are able to handle customer complaints directly and 

immediately 
Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 

249 This company offers a wide range of shipment Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
250 The variety of shipment services offered by this company fit my needs Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
251 The types of shipment offered by this company are attractive to me Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
252 The operating hours of this company are convenient Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
253 The shipment hours are convenient to my needs Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
254 This company has operating hours convenient to all its customers Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
255 The schedule of pick up fit my needs Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
256 The company gives information on all the services that it offers Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
257 It is quick and easy to contact the company Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
258 The employees inform punctually and sincerely about all the conditions 

of service 
Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 

259 This company informs appropriately about its promotions Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
260 The equipment at this store is visually appealing Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
261 The service has modern-looking electronic equipment Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
262 Employees have a neat and professional appearance Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
263 This company endeavors that the shipment arrive as soon as possible Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
264 The service provider understands that waiting time is important to me Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
265 This company provides service to the consumers punctually Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
266 This company provides its services at the time it promises to do so Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
267 When the service finishes, I usually feel that I have had a good 

experience 
Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 

268 I believe this company tries to give me a good experience Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
269 I believe this company knows the type of experience its customers want Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
270 When I leave this company, I always feel that I got what I wanted Caro & Garcia, 2007 P 
271 Employees are credible and courteous with tourists Bhat, 2012 P 
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272 Experienced and competent tour and hotel escorts Bhat, 2012 P 
273 Willingness to help tourists and advice on how to use free time Bhat, 2012 P 
274 The behaviour of employees' reinfoces tourists' confidence Bhat, 2012 P 
275 Tourists are being served by appropriate personnel Bhat, 2012 P 
276 Fluent and understandable communication with tourists Bhat, 2012 P 
277 Destinations are visually aesthetically attractive Bhat, 2012 P 
278 Modern and technologically relevant vehicles Bhat, 2012 P 
279 Overall cleanliness of the destination Bhat, 2012 P 
280 Unspoiled nature Bhat, 2012 P 
281 Appealing accommodation facilities Bhat, 2012 P 
282 Personal saftey and security Bhat, 2012 P 
283 Physical appearance of tour and hotel escorts (tidiness etc.) Bhat, 2012 P 
284 High quality meals Bhat, 2012 P 
285 Provision of information on local events/entertainment Bhat, 2012 P 
286 The staff responds to tourists' requests quickly Bhat, 2012 P 
287 Cultivation of friendly relationship with tourists Bhat, 2012 P 
288 Sincere interest in problem-solving of tourist's Bhat, 2012 P 
289 Sponsors acto on participant's suggestions Bhat, 2012 P 
290 Insisting on error-free service Bhat, 2012 P 
291 Performing the service/s at the promised time Bhat, 2012 P 
292 Performing the service/s right the first time Bhat, 2012 P 
293 Meeting the tour schedule Bhat, 2012 P 
294 No sudden increase in tour cost Bhat, 2012 P 
295 They should have up-to-date equipment Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
296 Their physical facilities should be visually appealing Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
297 Their employees should be well dressed and appear neat Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
298 The appearance of the physical facilities of these firms should be in 

keeping with the type of service provided 
Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

299 When these firms promise to do something by a certain time, they should 
do so 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

300 When customers have problems, these firms should be sympathetic and 
reassuring 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

301 These firms should be dependable Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
302 They should provide their services at the time they promise to do so Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
303 They sould keep their records accurately Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
304 They shouldn't be expected to tell customers exactly when services will 

be performed (-) 
Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

305 It is not realistic for customers to expect prompt service from employees 
of these firms (-) 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

306 Their employees don't always have to be willing to help customers (-) Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
307 It is okay if they are too busy to respond to customer requests promptly (-

) 
Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

308 Customers should be able to trust employees of these firms Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
309 Customers should be able to feel safe in their transactions with these 

firms' employees 
Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

310 Their employees should be polite Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 
311 Their employees should get adequate support form these firms to do their 

jobs well 
Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

312 These firms should not be expected to give customers individual attention 
(-) 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

313 Employees of these firms cannot be expected to give customers personal 
attention (-) 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

314 It is unrealistic to expect employees to know what the needs of their 
customers are (-) 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

315 It is unrealistic to expect these firms to have their customers' best interest 
at heart (-) 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

316 They shouldn't be expected to have operating hours convenient to all their 
customers (-) 

Parasuraman etc., 1988 P 

317 The exterior of this bank is visually appealing Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
318 The interior of this bank is visually attractive Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
319 Employees of this bank have neat appearances Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
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320 The interior of this bank is spacious Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
321 The ATMs of this bank are technologically well-equipped Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
322 There is an adequate number of employees in this bank Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
323 There is an adequate number of ATMs in this bank Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
324 The computerized system in this bank functions properly Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
325 Employees of this bank have the knowledge to respond to problems Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
326 Employees of this bank are polite to customers Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
327 Employees of this bank are experienced Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
328 Employees of this bank instill confidence in customers Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
329 Employees of this bank are understanding of customers Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
330 Employees of this bank serve customers in good manner Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
331 There is a warm relationship between employees of this bank and 

customers 
Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 

332 This bank does not make its customers stand in a queue for a long time Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
333 Employees of this bank enact transactions on a timely manner Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
334 Employees of this bank always help customers Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
335 Employees of this bank provide individualized attention to customers Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
336 Employees of this bank are willing to solve customer problems Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
337 Employees of this bank provide error-free service Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
338 This bank is financially dependable Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
339 Employees of this bank carry out customer transactions confidentially Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
340 Employees of this bank provide customers with precise information Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
341 This bank informs customers about its financial operation accurately Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
342 This bank has convenient working hours Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
343 Employees of this bank provide equal treatment to all customers Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
344 Employees of this bank know customers’ needs. Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
345 Employees of this bank are sensitive to customers’ needs Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
346 Employees of this bank meet customer requests quickly Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 
347 The internet banking services of this bank are widespread Karateke, Yavas, Babakus  P 

  


